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Summary
The question of mechanical instability arises in any system in which there is a
possibility of slight displacement from the configuration of equilibrium. Mechani-
cal instabilities are timeless, ubiquitous phenomena exhibited by a wide range of
materials at all length scales. They are common occurrences in our daily lives,
manifesting, for instance, as wrinkles in human skin, fruits and leaves, wave pat-
terns on the sea surface, the breaking of water jets into isolated drops, and peeling
of paint from a wall. In this thesis, our attention will be focused on the modeling
and simulation of (1) surface instability, (2) cavitation instability and (3) humidity–
driven bifurcation of soft materials of hydrogels and elastomers. The goal is to gain
insights to the mechanisms and conditions for which the instabilities occur in soft
materials.
Wrinkle and crease instability are two modes of surface instability that can occur
on the free surface of a compressed body; wrinkle instability manifests as sinusoidal
surface waves while crease instability appears as sharp folds of the free surface.
While wrinkle instability has been extensively studied, that of crease instability
is still in its infancy stage, especially on the numerical front due to the cusp–
singularity associated with it. A numerical method is proposed for the analysis
of the two instabilities. Through the analyses, two distinct regimes of wrinkle
and crease instability, and the critical conditions for their onset, are identified and
distinguished. Results reveal the range of perturbations for which Biot’s linear
stability analysis is valid, and that for which such analysis becomes invalid.
While surface instability occurs on the free surface of an elastic body under
compression, another instability may occur when the body is subjected to tension.
Cavitation instability is a phenomenon in which an isolated void or cavity in an
infinite, remotely stressed solid grows without bounds, resulting in a loss of stress–
v
carrying capacity and eventual rupture of material. The occurrences of cavitation
instability in elastomers and metals are well–studied. However, they are less studied
for swollen hydrogels due to their inherent fragilities that pose difficulties in the
conduct of experiments. This present work successfully addresses this phenomenon
in hydrogel. Results reveal the dependence of critical stress for cavitation instability
on hydrogel’s properties and stress state. The work has also investigated void
growth in hydrogel undergoing constrained swelling and deswelling. Analyses reveal
that while cavitation instability may not occur in the hydrogel, crease instability
of the void surface can occur instead.
The final mechanical instability that is addressed in this thesis pertains to a
humidity–driven bifurcation of a biomimetic adaptive nanostructure, made up of
periodically distributed nanoscale rods embedded vertically in a swollen hydrogel
layer. The bifurcation, or instability, manifests as a switching behavior of the
nanorods between vertical and tilted states at a critical humidity. The switch-
ing behavior has been described analytically with the deformation of the hydrogel
taken to be homogeneous. In reality, the deformation is essentially inhomogeneous
due to the presence of the nanorods and the free surface of the hydrogel which is ex-
posed to the environment. This work considers such inhomogeneous deformation of
the hydrogel through the use of a three-dimensional representative volume element
with realistic boundary conditions. It is shown that at higher initial swelling ratio
of the hydrogel, the bifurcation behavior of the nanostructure approaches that of
the case where homogeneous deformation is considered. However, large deviation
in the behavior may occur between the two at lower initial swelling ratio. In addi-
tion, the effects of geometrical and material variations of the nanostructure on the
bifurcation behavior are examined. Numerical analyses show that they can signifi-
cantly affect the critical switching state and its post–bifurcation behavior, enabling
tunability in the design and application of hydrogel–based adaptive structure.
vi
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Mechanical instabilities are timeless, ubiquitous phenomena exhibited by a wide
range of materials, both natural and synthetic, at all length scales. They are
common occurrences in our daily lives, manifesting, for instance, as wrinkles in
human skin, fruits and leaves, wave patterns on the sea surface, the breaking of
water jets into isolated drops, and peeling of paint from a wall. These instabilities
occur when both equilibrium and non–equilibrium states co–exist in the materials
system. Understanding these instabilities will enable us to develop ways to control
and even exploit them to societal benefit by way of developing novel engineering
designs.
In this thesis, we examine the instabilities in a class of material system known
as soft materials or soft matter. Pierre–Gilles de Gennes, 1991 Nobel laureate in
Physics described these as “physiochemical systems with large response functions”
[de Gennes, 2005]. A good example of these systems is the vulcanization of rubber,
where liquid latex is turned into solid rubber by the addition of minute quantities
of sulphur. A wide variety of materials considered as “soft materials” includes
colloids, foams, polymers and polymer gels. Elastomer, a term derived from elastic
polymer, is a well-known soft material whose uses are widespread and prevalent in
our lives, ranging from household to industrial products. Hydrogel is another widely
recognized soft material; it has the ability to swell or shrink in the presence or
absence of water due to its hydrophillicity. It has received considerable attention in
many fields of research, from medicine and biology to chemistry, physics, materials
science and engineering. Such diversity in applications places great importance for
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the understanding and knowledge of mechanical instabilities and their underlying
mechanisms, so that more robust and reliable devices can be developed. In this
thesis, our attention is focused on the following instabilities:
1. Surface instability – wrinkles and creases,
2. Cavitation instabilty – unstable void growth,
3. Humidity–driven instability – bifurcation of hydrogel–actuated adaptive struc-
ture.
The objective of this research is to gain insights to the initiations and mechanisms
of these instabilities in soft materials from mechanics viewpoint through numerical
simulation.
1.1 Surface Instability – Motivations
A surface of a highly deformable soft material becomes unstable when compressive
stresses applied parallel to the surface are sufficiently large. These compressive
stresses may be due to external mechanical loads, or internal osmotic pressure
resulting from material swelling. The free surface, in seeking to locally relieve
these compressive stresses, buckles (wrinkles), or folds (creases) onto itself so as to
achieve energy minimization of the system.
While surface instability is interesting from the theoretical standpoint in that
it occurs suddenly at well–defined deformation, it is generally undesirable from the
practical view point as the deformation is highly non–linear, leading to premature
failure. For example, the folds and creases in walls of tires subject to severe bend
deformation represent lines of stress concentrations and sites of premature failure,
especially under repeated deformations. In bioapplications, inorganic materials are
often coated with thin layers of hydrogels where wrinkles and creases may damage
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these coatings. These instabilities also places a limit on the degree of swelling it
may undergo without developing topographical features that may affect its function
and performance.
While wrinkle and crease instabilities have been treated as nuisances to be
avoided, researchers have exploited surface instability in soft materials as shown
in many applications such as tuning surface wetting [Chung et al., 2007; Khare
et al., 2009] and adhesion control [Chan et al., 2008; Lin et al., 2008], assembly
of complex topological patterns [Bowden et al., 1998; Grzybowski et al., 2005;
Jiang et al., 2006; Klein et al., 2007], fabrication of novel electronic devices [Khang
et al., 2006; Lacour et al., 2003; Watanabe et al., 2002], microlens array [Chan and
Crosby, 2006; Chandra et al., 2007] and diffraction gratings [Harrison et al., 2004],
and as a metrology for measuring mechanical properties of ultrathin films [Huang
et al., 2007; Stafford et al., 2004]. It has also been used to develop tunable force
spectroscopy in cells [Harris et al., 1980] and biocompatible dynamic scaffolds for
lab–on–chip devices and dynamic substrates for cellular biology [Kim et al., 2010].
The latter application makes use of elastic creasing instability to reversibly hide
and display surface chemical patterns in response to temperature changes. Fig. 1.1
displays some of the applications of surface instability. These applications require
precise control of the instability in order to achieve full functionalities.
3





Fig. 1.1 Some examples of applications of surface instability. (a) Surface
wetting control – a glycerin drop on a wrinkled poly–dimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) film [Khare et al., 2009]1. (b) Wavy, stretchable electronic circuit
[Khang et al., 2006]2. (c) Generation of complex patterned structures [Bowden
et al., 1998]3. (d) Optical micro–lens array [Chan and Crosby, 2006]4.
The two phenomena of wrinkling and creasing instability share the same driving
force – buckling or folding of material’s free surface to relieve compressive stress
and achieve energy minimization of the system. However, their mechanisms and
the conditions under which they occur are distinct. The knowledge of them is
1From “Tunable open-channel microfluidics on soft poly(dimethylsiloxane)(PDMS) substrates
with sinusoidal grooves”, by Khare, K., Zhou, J. and Yang, S., 2009, Langmuir, 25, pp. 12794-
12799. Copyright 2009 by American Chemical Society. Reprinted with permission.
2From “A stretchable form of single-crystal silicon for high-performance electronics on rubber
substrates”, by Khang, D.Y., Jiang, H.Q., Huang, Y. and Rogers, J.A., 2006, Science, 311, pp.
208-212. Copyright 2006 by AAAS. Reprinted with permission.
3From “Spontaneous formation of ordered structures in thin films of metals supported on an
elastomeric polymer”, by Bowden, N., Brittain, S., Evans, A.G., Hutchinson, J.W. and White-
sides, G.M., 1998, Nature, 393, pp. 146-149. Copyright 1998 by Nature Publishing Group.
Reprinted with permission.
4From “Fabricating microlens arrays by surface wrinkling”, by Chan, E.P. and Crosby, A.J.,
2006, Adv. Mater., 18, pp. 3238-3242. Copyright 2006 by John Wiley and Sons. Reprinted with
permission.
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critical to the design, either against failure due to surface instability or for the
full exploitation of it in soft material–based devices. From this study on surface
instability, we hope to find answers to the following questions:
• What is the difference between a wrinkle and a crease?
• What are the conditions for the onset of wrinkle and crease instabilities in
elastomers and hydrogels?
• Which of the two will occur first? Wrinkle or crease?
1.2 Cavitation Instability and Unstable Void Growth
– Motivations
Cavitation instability is a phenomenon in which an isolated void or cavity in an in-
finite solid grows without bounds under no change in remote stress or strain [Huang
et al., 1991]. It results in loss of stress–carrying capacity and eventually leads to
the rupture of material. It is well–recognized that the nucleation and growth of
void is a common failure mechanism in metals [Tvergaard, 1996; Tvergaard and
Hutchinson, 2002] and polymeric materials [Cheng and Guo, 2007; Lin and Hui,
2004]. Gent and Lindley [1959] demonstrated cavitation instability and the even-
tual rupture in rubber vulcanizate subjected to tensile loads. Cavitation failure in
a ductile wire reinforcing a glass matrix under pure hydrostatic tension have been
observed by Ashby et al. [1989], as shown in Fig. 1.2.
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Fig. 1.2 Cavitation failure in ductile lead wire – failure by growth of a single
internal void [Ashby et al., 1989]1.
From these experiments and amongst others, it therefore comes as no surprise
that cavitation instability can occur in hydrogels. However, the inherent fragility
and large deformability of swollen hydrogel pose difficulties in the conduct of inves-
tigative experiments. It is only recently that Kundu and Crosby [2009] provided
perhaps the first piece of evidence of cavitation and cavitation–to–fracture behavior
of hydrogel using a novel cavitation rheology [Zimberlin et al., 2007].
While cavitation instability is a universal phenomenon, the cavitation stress for
the onset of the instability is material dependent. It also depends on loading condi-
tions, given the complex loading conditions that exist in many practical situations.
The following questions are then asked:
• What are the factors affecting cavitation stress of hydrogel?
• What are the effects of loading states on cavitation stress?
with the last leading to another important question:
• Will cavitation instability occur during swelling or shrinking of hydrogel?
1From “Flow characteristics of highly constrained metal wires”, by Ashby, M., Blunt, F. and
Bannister, M., 1989, Acta. Metall. Mater., 37, pp. 1847-1857. Copyright 1989 by Elsevier.
Reprinted with permission.
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Hydrogels’ hydrophillicity and biocompatibility make them material–of–choice
in bioapplications such as controlled drug delivery systems in pharmaceutics [Park
and Park, 1996], tissue engineering [Hoffman, 2002] and artificial muscles [Hirai,
2007] in biomedicine, filtration and purification devices in biotechnology[Marchetti
and Cussler, 1989]. By tuning hydrogels’ polymer content (correspondingly its
water content), they can be synthesized accordingly to model various tissue types:
hydrogels with low polymer content model soft tissues like the vitreous body of
the eye, cornea or liver, while hydrogels with high polymer content model stiffer
tissues like intervertebral discs or aorta. Given their effects on our quality of life, the
reliability of these bioapplications is of utmost importance. This calls for a critical
need to understanding of hydrogel’s mechanical behavior in order to predict and
avert potential material failure.
1.3 Humidity–Driven Bifurcation of Hydrogel–
Actuated Nanostructure – Motivations
The ability to “engineer” stimuli–responsive materials and adaptive structures is
the focus of attention in many fields of research, from medicine and biology to
chemistry, physics, materials science and engineering. These materials and struc-
tures have been shown to exhibit immense potential applications in microfluidics
[Beebe et al., 2000], as shape–memory materials [Osada and Matsuda, 1995], arti-
ficial actuators [Osada et al., 1992] and optical switches [Pardo-Yissar et al., 2001].
Indeed, the designs of these structures are often inspired by nature’s very own
biological and functional structures. For example, nano– and microstructures that
develop on surfaces of lotus leaves [Barthlott and Neinhuis, 1997] and gecko feet
[Autumn et al., 2002] provide these organisms with exceptional water–repelling
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and adhesion properties respectively. The structures share a common feature –
the presence and use of fibers and high–aspect–ratio nano– and microstructures.
By actuating the fibers and nano/microstructures in response to external stimuli,
these organisms are able to tune the level of hydrophobicity (or hydrophilicity) of
their surfaces, and control the contact angle and area between them and foreign
surfaces.
Hybrid nanostructures that mimic biological structures and functions have been
artificially produced [Geim et al., 2003; Pokroy et al., 2009; Sidorenko et al., 2008],
where nanocolumns of high aspect ratio are integrated with hydrogels. Hydro-
gels are commonly used in biomimetic structures to induce adaptive behavior due
their shape–memory characteristics which enable repeatability and reversibility of
responses. The hydrogels provide the “muscle”to reversibly actuate the nanostruc-
tures, changing their orientation in response to changes in humidity levels. The
actuation of the nanostructures is brought about by nonlinear, inhomogeneous de-
formation of the hydrogel as a result of the mechanical constraint imposed on the
structure [De et al., 2002].
In this research, we examine one such adaptive nanostructure that mimics
biomimetic surfaces in controlled reversible switching of the surface wetting be-
havior [Sidorenko et al., 2007, 2008]. The nanostructure consists of arrays of rigid
nanocolumns integrated with responsive hydrogel films, as illustrated in Fig. 1.3(a).
The resulting nanostructure forms a superhydrophobic surface such that a water
droplet deposited on the surface maintains its almost spherical shape and can easily
slide over the surface (Fig. 1.3(b)).
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(a) (b)
Fig. 1.3 Superhydrophobic high–aspect–ratio silicon nanostructures. (a)
Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of the array of isolated rigid setae
(AIRS). (b) Water droplet maintains almost spherical shape on the
superhydrophobic surface shown in (a). [Sidorenko et al., 2008]1
Guided by this work and based on the premise that the deformation of the
hydrogel is homogeneous, Hong et al. [2008b] has elucidated the mechanism of
actuation of the nanostructure in response to a drying environment, and has shown
the actuation behavior corresponds to a bifurcation at a critical humidity. The goal
of this research is to examine the influences of nanostructural effects – geometric–
material variations in the nanostructure – on the bifurcation and consequently
its adaptive response, taking into account inhomogeneous deformation field in the
structure. Analyses of these effects allows for greater tunability of the adaptive
nanostructure that promises niche applications that are exciting and novel.
1From “Controlled switching of the wetting behavior of biomimetic surfaces with hydrogel-
supported nanostructures”, by Sidorenko, A., Krupenkin, T. and Aizenberg, J., 2008, J. Mater.





Chapter 2 provides literature review and background knowledge to the instabilities
under study, including an overview of some of the analytics describing the instabil-
ities. The review of surface instability covers previous and current developments
on wrinkle and crease instabilities in hydrogel and elastomer (or rubber), the latter
being a “classical or traditional” material with an extensive literature. Past works
related to the modeling of cavitation instability will be discussed. The essential
background to the mechanics of humidity–driven bifurcation in hydrogel–based
hybrid structure will be provided.
The formulation and finite element implementation of the material model for
hydrogel are provided in Chapter 3. Verifications of the model, in forms of single
element test and compression of a spherical geometry, a typical test for determina-
tion of elastic properties of soft materials, will be shown. The remaining chapters
of 4, 5 and 6 form the spine of this thesis.
Chapter 4 concerns the investigative work on surface instability in elastomer
and hydrogel. It describes the method, known here as point perturbation, employed
in the study for triggering instabilities on the materials. Stability (or instability)
maps for surface instabilities in a laterally compressed elastomeric block, in an
axially compressed thick–walled elastomeric tube and in a free–swelling constrained
hydrogel will be presented and discussed.
Investigations on cavitation instability in hydrogels are presented in Chapter 5.
A representative volume element, made up of a cubic cell containing a centrallly–
located spherical void, is subjected to symmetric and non–symmetric mechanical
loadings to examine cavitation or critical stresses and their dependence on varia-
tions in hydrogels’ properties. The volume element is also subjected to chemical
loading to investigate the existence of cavitation instability, and void growth under
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constrained swelling and deswelling. Some observations from Chapter 4 will be
called upon to relate interesting results of void growth in a swelling hydrogel.
Chapter 6 presents the study of humidity–driven bifurcation of a hydrogel–
actuated nanostructure, in which the mechanics behind the actuation and its mod-
eling will be elucidated. Numerical analyses are carried out, taking into account
the inhomogeneous deformation of the hydrogel and the nanostructural effects, to
establish the critical humidities for which bifurcation occurs, as well as relation-
ships between the tilt angle of the nanocolumns and humidity of the environment,
i.e. post–bifurcation behavior.
In Chapter 7, we summarize all the important findings from this research, and
concludes the thesis with an outlook to possible future research on the instability
and modeling of soft materials.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review and Background
Study
2.1 Surface Instability – Wrinkles and Creases
It is recognized that while the driving force behind the two phenomena of surface
instabilities of wrinkling and creasing are the same – deformation of material’s
surface to relieve compressive stress to achieve energy minimization of the system,
the mechanisms and conditions under which they occur are distinct. In this section,
we review the two instabilities and the guiding work performed by a number of
researchers.
2.1.1 Wrinkling instability
Surface instability of wrinkling has been extensively studied, as evident by a large
body of literature on the subject. Perhaps the most notable work is that due to
Maurice Anthony Biot (1905–1985), a Belgian–American physicist whose results
in finite and incremental elasticity [Biot, 1965] were far–reaching and are still rel-
evant to many contemporary problems. The ideas underlying his work on surface
instability are based of his formulation of the theory of incremental deformations
superimposed on a finite elastic deformation, and can be aptly summarized:
• consider an elastic half–space under a finite compression;
• superpose an incremental inhomogeneous static deformation whose amplitude
12
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vanishes away from the free surface;
• show that the initial compression leads to a surface deflection which is infinite;
• conclude that this condition corresponds to surface bulking or instability.
Biot also recognized the surface instability analysis was analogous to Rayleigh
waves propagations and thus, the instability has come to be commonly known as
surface buckling or wrinkling.
Essentially a linear perturbation analysis whose nontrivial solution is based on
Euler’s method of adjacent equilibrium [Beatty, 1987; Green et al., 1952], Biot de-
rived an exact analysis for the surface instability of an incompressible neo–Hookean
elastic material in finite strain by considering the stability of surface deformational
waves of various wavelength on material’s half–space [Biot, 1940]. Depending on
the applied compression such as compression in plane strain, uniaxial compression
or equibiaxial compression, various critical compressive strains or stretch ratios
may be found [Gent and Cho, 1999]. Denoting the two axes parallel to the free
surface as 1 and 3 and the perpendicular axis as 2, directed positively away from the













where the derivative ∂σ11/∂λ1 is the incremental (tangent) modulus in the strained
state and λi (i = 1, 2, 3) are the stretch ratios.
For an incompressible neo–Hookean material, its stress–strain relation is given
by







where σ22 is the Cauchy stress normal to the surface and G is the initial shear
modulus. Material incompressibility yields the condition λ2 = 1/λ1λ3, and on the
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free–surface, σ22 = 0. Substituting for σ11 and ∂σ11/∂λ1 from Eq. (2.2) into Eq.
(2.1) results in a relation between critical stretch ratios λ1 and λ3 in the directions
parallel to the free surface at which it becomes unstable, as given by
a3 + a2 + 3a− 1 = 0, (2.3)
where a = λ21λ3. The solution to the cubic equation is a = 0.2956, giving the
relation
λ21λ3 = 0.2956 (2.4)
Considering compression under plane strain condition λ3 = 1, the critical value for
λ1 for surface instability is 0.544. This translates to a critical strain 1 = 0.456
(1 = 1 − λ1). A summary of Biot’s critical values of λ1 and 1 for which surface
becomes unstable under various compression conditions is shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Summary of Biot’s critical values of λ1 and 1 for which surface is
unstable
Compression condition λ1 1 = 1− λ1
Plane strain (λ3 = 1) 0.544 0.456
Uniaxial (λ3 = 1/λ
1/2
1 ) 0.444 0.556
Equibiaxial (λ3 = λ1) 0.666 0.334
Nowinski [1969] studied surface instability of an incompressible half–space of
neo–Hookean material under plane strain compression using an approach based on
the classical theory of tensor invariants [Green et al., 1952] and his results concurred
with Biot’s. They showed that instability in the surface is characterized by waves
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and wrinkles of undetermined length and the critical stretch ratio is independent
of the material elasticities. Usmani and Beatty [1974] analyzed the same problem
and obtained the general form of the stability criterion using Euler’s method of
adjacent equilibrium, while Best et al. [1981] investigated the surface instability in
compressed rubbers. Their results agreed with those obtained by Biot.
Green and Zerna [1968] obtained the condition for surface instability in a rub-
ber block subjected to equibiaxial compression by considering the resistance to
indentation of the free surface by a rigid spherical indentor. At onset of surface
instability, the resistance to indentation was zero at compressive strain of 0.333, a
result in agreement with Biot’s result for equibiaxial compression (see Table 2.1).
Beatty and Usmani [1975] provided analyses to the indentation of elastic bodies
and showed the existence of an all–around hydrostatic plane stress at which the
free surface is unable to support any normal indentation disturbance, a condition
they identified as a surface instability (wrinkling) phenomenon. The mechanistic
aspects of wrinkling instability and formation of wrinkling patterns in swelling and
shrinking gels have been studied by a number of groups such as Hwa and Kardar
[1988], Tanaka et al. [1992], Matsuo and Tanaka [1992], Mora and Boudaoud [2006].
2.1.2 Creasing instability
Creases have been observed experimentally in compressed rubbers [Gent and Cho,
1999; Southern and Thomas, 1965] and swelling of constrained hydrogels [Drum-
mond et al., 1988; Tanaka et al., 1987; Trujillo et al., 2008]. In all the experiments,
creases have been shown to occur at a lower critical strain, deviating from Biot’s
theoretical critical value for instability, Biot = 0.457 or λBiot = 0.543 [Biot, 1963].
The phenomenon of creasing is most notable from two experiments by Gent and
Cho [1999] and Ghatak and Das [2007]. The former concerns the bending of a
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rubber block while the latter the bending of a hydrogel rod. The specimens differ
in orders of magnitude both in modulus and geometry. Remarkably, creases are
found to form at approximately the same level of critical strain, expt = 0.35. Tru-
jillo et al. [2008] observed that creasing instability in swelling hydrogels occurred at
a critical strain of expt ≈ 0.33. This discrepancy was not addressed in theoretical
literature [Hwa and Kardar, 1988; Onuki, 1989; Tanaka and Sigehuzi, 1994] until
recently [Hohlfeld, 2008].
Crease is a distinct mode of instability in which Biot’s linear stability analysis is
unable to account for. While the region affected by crease is small, the deformations
associated with it may be finite, deviating from the infinitesimal ones assumed
inherently in linear stability analysis. It may also be that in crease instability,
the existence of an adjacent equilibrium configuration, the backbone of Euler’s
stability criterion, is absent; two or more equilibrium states that are not neighboring
may be present, much like eversion problems described by Beatty [1987]. For
example, a half tennis ball possesses two stable states: one in its original unloaded
configuration while the other an unloaded, everted configuration as a result of
turning the hemispherical ball inside–out.
Compared to wrinkling instability, the theoretical understanding of crease in-
stability remains at a primitive stage, largely due to the presence of singularities
in creases. It has been a subject of many studies in the nineties [Hwa and Kardar,
1988; Onuki, 1989; Sekimoto and Kawasaki, 1988]. Hong et al. [2009b] has studied
the formation of creases in elastomers and gels using finite element method. In
their work, a finite block of elastomer is prescribed with a crease of a given length
segment. By comparing the elastic energies in a creased and uncreased body, their
result for the critical strain for creasing agreed with experimental data available.
In this research, we employ a method of point perturbation to trigger surface
instability. This method draws its inspiration from the works of Green and Zerna
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[1968] and Beatty and Usmani [1975]. It is essentially a statical method, one of three
fundamentally equivalent methods that can be used to investigate elastic instability,
the other two being the energy method and method of vibrations [Southwell, 1914].
2.2 Cavitation Instability and Unstable Void Growth
Cavitation instability is a phenomenon in which an isolated void or cavity in an
infinite, remotely stressed solid grows without bounds. It results in a loss of load–
bearing capacity and eventually leads to rupture of material. In this section, a
review of previous works related to cavitation instability and unstable void growth
is presented.
Cavitation instability has been observed in a wide range of materials systems,
from elastomers to metals. Gent and Lindley [1959] observed the formation of near–
spherical voids in the interior of bonded rubber disks pulled in tension. Similar
observations were made by Lindsey [1967] in his study on the fracture behavior of
thin polyurethane elastomer disks under hydrostatic tension. Nutt and Needleman
[1987] reported the nucleation of a void at whisker ends of aluminum–silicon carbide
composites while Ashby et al. [1989] demonstrated the failure of axially loaded
constrained ductile wires reinforcing a brittle matrix by formation of an internal
void.
Kundu and Crosby [2009] recently demonstrated the occurrence of cavitation
instability in polyacrylamide hydrogels using a cavitation rheology [Zimberlin et al.,
2007]. The rheology involved inserting a syringe needle into a hydrogel and pres-
surizing the air within the needle. By monitoring the change in pressure with time,
Kundu and Crosby [2009] observed that pressure increased linearly up to a max-
imum Pm and then dropped instantaneously. Fig. 2.1(a) illustrates the pressure
response during pressurization while Fig. 2.1(b) shows the micrographs for the
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cavity growth at various times. Maximum pressure Pm corresponded to the sud-
den growth of a cavity.
(a) (b)
Fig. 2.1 (a) Pressure response for hydrogels of differrent polymer volume
fraction φ. (b) Micrographs of initiation, growth and propagation of
cavitation at the tip of syringe needle. Maximum pressure Pm corresponded
to sudden formation of cavity, depicted by second column of micrographs.
[Kundu and Crosby, 2009]1
Ball [1982] performed theoretical analysis on cavitation in incompressible elastic
solids. In considering a solid sphere under radially symmetric tensile load, his
results showed that when the load is sufficiently large, it is energetically favorable
for the opening or nucleation of a spherical cavity in the solid. The analysis,
basing on the premise that cavitation is a result of intrinsic material stability,
also predicted the critical stress–level at cavitation, the load at which the cavity
appeared.
In a related problem, the growth of a pre–existing void in an infinite medium
has been extensively studied. The problem is concerned with whether the growth
void will become unbounded as the remotely applied load approaches a finite value.
1From “Cavitation and fracture behavior of polyacrylamide hydrogels”, by Kundu, S. and
Crosby, A.J., 2009, Soft Matter, 5, pp. 3963-3968. Copyright 2009 by Royal Society of Chemistry.
Reprinted with permission.
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Huang et al. [1991] studied the problem in elastic–plastic solids subjected to spheri-
cally symmetric and general axisymmetric loads, and showed the significant depen-
dence of a finite critical mean stress σc on the criterion of cavitation instability, i.e.
the onset of unbounded growth of pre–existing void. Hou and Abeyaratne [1992]
extended the study to include neo–Hookean materials and established the critical
stress for the onset of cavitation instability in these materials.
Ball [1982] related the two preceding problems by showing that the critical
stress at which a pre–existing void in an infinite medium becomes unbounded is
the same as cavitation stress in which a cavity appears in the interior of an initially
void–free finite solid body. This relationship suggests a convenient numerical way
to find the cavitation load by evaluating the critical load at which the growth
of a pre–exisiting void becomes unbounded or unstable. Cheng and Guo [2007],
Guo and Cheng [2003] and Faleskog and Shih [1997], amongst many others, have
used micromechanics model to investigate cavitation instability, void growth and
coalescence in polymeric and metallic materials. Their results, as with those of
Huang et al. [1991], showed that the critical mean stress for cavitation instability
increases significantly as the initial void size decreases, and that this stress value
is finite in a void–free material (when initial void size is zero).
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2.3 Humidity–Driven Bifurcation of Hydrogel–
Actuated Nanostructure
Nature has provided a host of examples of biological systems that respond and
adapt to external stimuli with subsequent changes in functions and properties. The
mimicry of these systems has led to the development of next–generation adaptive
materials and structures that have profound impact on mankind. In this section,
we review recent works pertaining to a hydrogel–actuated nanostructure.
The formation of complex micropatterns through the reversible switching and
actuation of hydrogel–based nanostructures has been shown by Sidorenko et al.
[2007]. They have further demonstrated that this switching behavior is able to
control wetting behavior of biomimetic surfaces [Sidorenko et al., 2008]. The nanos-
tructure is composed of an array of isolated, high–aspect–ratio rigid nanocolumns
integrated with hydrogel. The reversible actuation of nanocolumns is set in motion
by the hydrogel layer. Fig. 2.2(a) illustrates their proposed designs of the nanos-
tructures, and Fig. 2.2(b) demonstrates the tilting of the nanocolumns under wet
and dry conditions.
Hong et al. [2008b] has described a model, similar to the HAIRS–1 design de-
picted in Fig. 2.2(a)(D), to show that actuation/switching behavior in response to
a drying environment corresponded to a bifurcation at a critical humidity, analo-
gous to a phase transition of the second kind [Landau and Lifshitz, 1969]. There
exists a critical humidity for which above it, the nanocolumns stand vertical, en-
abling the hydrogel to develop a state of isotropic tension and retain water. Below
the critical humidity, the nanocolumns tilt, enabling the hydrogel to reduce thick-
ness and release water. In using a free–energy function for gels developed by Flory
and Rehner [1943], Hong et al. [2008b] has established a relationship between the
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critical humidity and the tilt angle of the nanocolumns, and demonstrated the
tunability of critical humidity.
(a) (b)
Fig. 2.2 (a) (A) Schematic presentation of the structure and composition of
hydrogel film grafted to stiff substrate. (B) Scanning electron micrograph
(SEM) of a sample of high–aspect–ratio rigid structure (AIRS) structure
composed of an array of silicon nanocolumns. (C) Synthesis of hybrid
structure. (D) Hybrid HAIRS–1 (hydrogel–AIRS) design. The nanocolumns
are free–standing. (E) Hybrid HAIRS–2 design. The nanocolumns are
attached to the substrate.
(b) (A) SEM image of a dry sample of HAIRS–1 design viewed perpendicular
to the surface reveals tilted columns organized in domains with different tilt
directions. HAIRS–1 system in a dry (B) and a wet (C) state. The
nanocolumns reorientate from a tilted to a vertical position upon the
expansion of the hydrogel. [Sidorenko et al., 2007]1
1From “Reversible switching of hydrogel-actuated nanostructures into complex micropat-
terns”, by Sidorenko, A., Krupenkin, T., Taylor, A., Fratzl, P. and Aizenberg, J., 2007, Science,
315, pp. 487-490. Copyright 2007 by AAAS. Reprinted with permission.
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Chapter 3
Modelling of Soft Materials
The material modelling of hydrogel is presented in this chapter. The modelling
and its implementation follows closely the works of Hong et al. [2008a, 2009a].
For completeness, the material model of elastomer will also be briefly described.
Both material models are expressed in terms of free–energy densities. Their elastic
behaviors are essentially similar; they are described by the phenomenological neo–
Hookean model. These two material systems can be classified as “soft matter” or
“soft materials” [de Gennes, 2005].
3.1 Introduction
An elastomer consists of flexible, long–chained polymers chemically cross–linked
by covalent bonds into three–dimensional network, and is capable of large and
reversible deformation. In the presence of a solvent, the elastomer imbibes the
solvent and swells, resulting in an aggregate known as gel, shown schematically in
Fig. 3.1(a).
Hydrogels, and gels in general, exist under special conditions not found in solids,
liquids and gases; swollen gels are in the states between solids and liquids and their
properties change from viscous liquids to hard solids according to the chemical
composition and other factors. In other words, gels possess attributes of both a solid
and a liquid; elastic deformation resulting from the chemical cross–links between
long–chain polymers, and viscous migration and transport resulting from the weak
physical association between the long–chain polymers and solvent molecules. This
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swelling is a reversible process such that when the environment dries, the solvent
migrates out of the gel and evaporates. An example of a swelling gel from a dry
state to a wet state is illustrated in Figs. 3.1 (b) and (c) respectively. The dry state
refers to the state wherein the polymer network is devoid of solvent (solvent–free).






Fig. 3.1 (a) Schematic of a polymer network imbibing a solvent, forming a
gel aggregate. Swelling of a polyelectrolyte gel from (b) dry state to (c) wet
state [Ono et al., 2007]1.
1From “Lipophilic polyelectrolyte gels as superabsorbent polymers for nonpolar organic sol-
vents”, by Ono, T., Sugimoto, T., Shinkai, S. and Sada, K., 2007, Nat. Mater., 6, pp. 429-433.
Copyright 2007 by Nature Publishing Group. Reprinted with permission.
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3.2 Flory–Rehner Free–Energy Density
The phenomenon of swelling is characteristic of polymers possessing network struc-
tures. As solvent molecules migrate into the network and mix with the long–chain
polymers, the network progressively swells and expands. The chains connecting
the network junction points are forced to assume more elongated configurations.
As a consequence, the configurational entropy of the network decreases, while the
entropy of mixture increases. Equilibrium is attained when these two opposing en-
tropies, the configurational entropy of the network and osmotic or mixing entropy,
are equal in magnitude [Flory and Rehner, 1943].
The free–energy density for the hydrogel due to Flory and Rehner [1943] is
adopted, namely
W (FiK , C) =
1
2















where I = FiKFiK and J = det(FiK), with FiK being the deformation gradient
defined as
FiK =
∂xi (X1, X2, X3)
∂XK
. (3.2)
Here, XK denote the coordinates of a material point in the reference configuration,
and the functions xi (X1, X2, X3) specify the coordinates of that point in the current
deformed configuration. In terms of principal stretches, I and J can be written as




3, J = λ1λ2λ3. (3.3)
The first term in Eq. (3.1), the elastic free–energy, describes the rubber elas-
ticity of the cross–linked polymer chains where N is the number of network chains
per unit volume, that is, the number density of elastic strands in the undeformed
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polymer network, kT is temperature measured in energy units. Note that NkT
is the initial shear modulus of the elastic network [Treloar et al., 1976], which is
designated by G throughout this thesis. The second term in Eq. (3.1) , the mixing
free energy, describes the interaction between the polymer and solvent units, where
υ is the volume per solvent molecule, C is the concentration of solvent molecules
in the hydrogel and χ is a dimensionless measure of the enthalpy of mixing, an
indicator of the ease of polymer–solvent interaction.
The product υC is the volume of solvent imbibed in the network, and it arises
from the assumption of molecular incompressibility of individual polymeric and
solvent molecules. The molecular incompressibility is not to be confused with the
incompressibility of an elastomer. A hydrogel, unlike an elastomer, can undergo
large volumetric changes by imbibing a solvent. The molecular incompressibility
of a hydrogel means that the volume of the hydrogel equals the sum of volumes of
individual molecules of the dry network and solvent [Durning and Morman, 1993].
This gives the kinematic constraint
1 + υC = det(FiK) = J. (3.4)
Hong et al. [2009a], in using Eq. (3.4), reformulated Eq. (3.1) in normalized
form as





Nυ (I − 3− 2 lnJ)
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(J − 1), (3.5)
where µ is the chemical potential of water molecules in the environment. It is the
work–conjugate to C
µ =
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and it provides the driving force for the swelling or deswelling of the hydrogel. The
associated Lagrange multiplier needed for the enforcement of the condition is not
required as FiK and µ are used as independent variables [Hong et al., 2009a]. The
parameter Nυ in Eq. (3.5) is a dimensionless measure of the degree of crosslinking.
Two limiting states of the migration process have been identified [Hong et al.,
2009a]. The first is a short–time, diffusion process whereby the solvent molecules
inside the hydrogel do not have time to redistribute but mechanical equilibrium
has been established. The second is a long–time process in which the hydrogel has
established equilibrium with mechanical loads and external solvent such that µ is
homogeneous throughout the hydrogel and may be considered a constant. In this
research, the diffusion process is neglected and the long–time process is considered
such that µ is prescribed by the external solvent.
In viewing that the free–energy density Eq. (3.1) and consequently Eq. (3.5)
takes the dry, solvent–free network as the reference state, it is numerically conve-
nient to take a state with initial swelling as a new reference state. This state is
characterized by isotropic stretch λ0, and is termed the initial swelling ratio. This
reflects the actual physical state of hydrogels as in practice, hydrogels contain a
large number of solvent molecules and are never dry (υC > 0). In other words,
hydrogels exist in swollen states in their reference states or configurations.
At this point, a parameter is to be introduced that is commonly used to describe
the composition of hydrogels; initial polymer volume fraction φ0, defined as the
ratio of volume of polymer to the volume of the initially swollen hydrogel (polymer
and solvent) such that φ0 = λ
−3
0 where 0 < φ0 < 1. In polymer chemistry, φ0 refers
to the polymer volume fraction of the hydrogel after preparation. From Eq. (3.5),
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we may obtain























(J − φ0) (3.7)
which is equivalent to Eq. (23) in Hong et al. [2009a]. A physical interpretation of
φ0 is that when φ0 = 0, the hydrogel is wholly composed of solvent and is essentially
in a pure liquid phase. On the other hand, when φ0 = 1, Eq. (3.7)) reduces to Eq.
(3.5); the hydrogel is solvent–free and in solid phase.
The derivative of Eq. (3.7) with respect to the deformation gradient FiK yields























In the initial swollen state, FiK = δiK such that J = 1. This gives, on substitution














+ ln (1− φ0) + φ0 + χφ
2
0, (3.9)
which corresponds to a given prescribed φ0 (or λ0), with δiK being the Kronecker
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for numerical implementation. In considering the hydrogel with initial swelling
as the reference state, the chemical potential µ in Eq. (3.7) can be expressed as
µ = µ0 + ∆µ, where ∆µ is the change in chemical potential with respect to the
reference state. Observe that in this reference state, ∆µ = 0. When φ0 = 1, the
free–energy Eq. (3.10) reduces to Eq. (3.5) up to a constant χ. This arises because
the free–energy in Eq. (3.5) is non–zero in its initial, undeformed (dry) state (
FiK = δiK , J = 1) due to the presence of −χ. Clearly, the free–energy in Eq.
(3.10) is zero in the undeformed, initial swollen state.
The free–energy density Eq. (3.10) is implemented in ABAQUS using the user–
subroutine for hyperelastic material UHYPER [ABAQUS, 2008] and it is provided
in Appendix A for reference. Following the works of Hong et al. [2008a, 2009a],
the dimensionless parameters of Nυ, the measure of degree of crosslinking and
φ0, the initial polymer volume fraction, take on values of 10
−4 6 Nυ 6 10−1,
0 < φ0 < 1 respectively. The range of Nυ reflects the typical values of hydro-
gel’s initial shear modulus (in the dry network) of 104 − 107 Pa. The param-
eter χ is taken to be 0.1 throughout the analyses unless otherwise stated. At
the reference state corresponding to an initially swollen hydrogel of properties φ0,
Nυ and χ, its initial chemical potential is prescribed by µ0/kT as given by Eq.
(3.9), and is modeled in ABAQUS as an initial condition (*INITIAL CONDI-
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TIONS, TYPE=TEMPERATURE) where the chemical potential is modeled by a
temperature–like variable in ABAQUS. In the numerical simulations, the swelling
and deswelling of the hydrogel is controlled by the loading parameter ∆µ/kT and
is modelled by initializing it as temperature variable (*TEMPERATURE). The
desired extent of swelling (or deswelling) is simulated by prescribing chemical po-
tential (of hydrogel and environment) µ/kT , from which the loading parameter
∆µ/kT may be obtained using the relation ∆µ/kT = µ/kT − µ0/kT . In view of
the large changes in volume that hydrogels can undergo, the modelling warrants
the use of elements that are compressible.
3.3 Validation of Material Model
The validation of the material model for hydrogel is presented in this section. The
validation consists of two tests:
• Free swelling of hydrogel
• Compression of a spherical hydrogel bead
3.3.1 Free swelling of hydrogel
Following the works of Hong et al. [2009a], consider a cubic block of hydrogel with
an initial polymer volume fraction φ0 = 0.9 (10% water content) immersed in a
body of water. The block is modelled with a single 8–node brick element and
constrained against rigid–body motion but is allowed to swell freely. Swelling is
accomplished by incrementally varying loading parameter ∆µ/kT .
Fig. 3.2 plots the variation of polymer volume fraction with chemical poten-
tial of water. The analytical solution is obtained from Eq. (3.9) and is compared
with that from finite element method. As the hydrogel block swells to equilib-
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Fig. 3.2 Plot of polymer volume fraction as a function of chemical potential
of water. Analytical results are obtained according to Eq. (3.9).
rium µ0/kT = 0, its polymer volume fraction decreases (water content and hence,
volume of hydrogel network increases) exponentially. Note that a zero value for
polymer volume fraction is physically meaningless in this context for it will mean
the hydrogel is wholly liquid.
3.3.2 Compression of a spherical hydrogel bead
Mechanical measurements on gels provide significant information on their intrinsic
properties such as elastic moduli, degree of crosslinking and osmotic compressibility
[Melekaslan et al., 2003]. As simple tension tests cannot be applied to swollen gels
due to their fragility at clamps, compression tests are often employed instead. Com-
pression tests have been performed mainly on spherical gel samples as mechanical
instability such as buckling is not of consequence.
The scaling law of Hertz [1882] is often employed to determine the elastic mod-
ulus of gels. It considers the elastic deformation of elastic spheres under normal
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where F is the reaction force exerted by sphere, E the elastic modulus, R0 the
undeformed radius of gel sample and d the deformation of sphere. In this validation
study, we perform a numerical compression test on a spherical hydrogel bead and
compare the scaling exponent of d and that of initial volumetric swelling ratio λ30
with known experimental data. Note that λ30 is related to initial polymer volume
fraction by λ30 = φ
−1
0 .
Consider a spherical hydrogel bead of undeformed radius R0 sandwiched be-
tween two parallel rigid plates, as shown in Fig. 3.3.
Fig. 3.3 A sphere of radius R0 sandwiched between two parallel rigid plates
and compressed. d is the deformation. Dotted line represents undeformed
sphere.
Compression of bead is accomplished by displacement d of each plate. By virtue
of symmetry, only one–eights of the spherical bead is modelled. The rigid plate is
modelled by a rigid surface while the bead by 10–node tetrahedron. The hydrogel
bead is prescribed with properties Nυ = 0.001, χ = 0.1, and is subjected to
a deformation ratio up to 70% for a range of initial polymer volume fraction,
0.1 ≤ φ0 ≤ 0.9.
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Fig. 3.4 depicts the log–log plot of the variation of normalized force with nor-
malized displacement of the hydrogel sphere under compression, for φ0 = 0.1 and
0.9. The force F and displacement d have been normalized by R20(kT/υ) and R0
respectively. For compression range of 0.02 ≤ d/R0 ≤ 0.35, the resistance to com-











where A is a pre–factor that can be determined with the aid of Eq. (3.11).
Fig. 3.4 Log–log plot of the variation of normalized force with normalized
displacement of the sphere under compression, for two levels of initial
polymer volume fraction.
In the power law of Eq. (3.12), the normalized force is related to normalized
displacement by an exponent of 1.63. It is in good agreement with experimental
values of 1.5±0.1 and 1.6±0.1 obtained by Knaebel et al. [1997] and Lachhab and
Weill [1999] respectively. For compression d/R0 > 0.35, the force–displacement
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relationship cannot be satisfactorily described by a power law. Nevertheless, we
can compute the effective slope in the range 0.35 ≤ d/R0 ≤ 0.70 and obtain a
value of 3.51. This compares well with that of Lachhab and Weill [1999], whose
experiment yielded a value of ≈ 3.5 for 0.40 ≤ d/R0 ≤ 0.70.
Fig. 3.5 Log–log plot of the variation of normalized nominal stress with
volumetric swelling ratio of the sphere under compression of d/R0 = 0.2.
As a further validation, Fig. 3.5 illustrates the log–log plot of the variation of
normalized nominal stress with volumetric swelling ratio of the hydrogel sphere.
The sphere is subjected to deformation of d/R0 = 0.2 in this case. The normalized
nominal stress decreases with volumetric swelling ratio and their relationship can
be described by a power law with an exponent of −0.335, a result that is consistent
with the affine character of deformation assumed in the model of Gaussian elasticity
[James and Guth, 1949].
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3.4 Material Model for Elastomer
To complete this chapter, the material model for a typical elastomer is briefly
presented. The elastomer is modelled as a compressible neo–Hookean solid, char-




G (I − 3) +
1
2
K (J − 1)2 (3.13)
where G and K are the initial shear and bulk moduli and, I and J as defined before
in Section 3.2. Note that the strain energy density Welastomer bears semblance to
first term of Eq. (3.1). The neo–Hookean model is first derived from the statistical
mechanics of a molecular chain network characteristic of the amorphous structure
of rubber–like materials [Treloar, 1975; Treloar et al., 1976]. The Poisson’s ratio is





In the numerical analyses that follow, incompressibility is mimicked by setting
K/G = 104.
This concludes the material modelling aspects of hydrogel, with a brief de-
scription on material model of elastomer. These models will be employed in the
proceeding analyses of the various mechanically– and chemically–induced instabil-
ities in soft materials. The term ”chemically–induced” herein refers to the swelling





The phenomena of wrinkle and crease instabilities on free surfaces of highly
deformable soft materials are examined. A novel numerical method is proposed
to simulate and analyze the two instabilities in elastomer and hydrogel.
Main findings
Two distinct regimes of wrinkle and crease instability are identified. In com-
pressed elastomers, crease instability will occur first under smaller compressive
strains when perturbation amplitude is large; when the amplitude is small,
only wrinkle instability will be observed. In free–swelling hydrogels, crease
instability occurs at lower swelling ratio under larger amplitude as compared to
wrinkle instability.
This method to trigger surface instability has been cited and adopted. (Refs.
113; 114)
4.1 Introduction
Wrinkling and creasing are two modes of surface instability that arise when com-
pressive stresses in a highly deformable soft material are sufficiently large. The free
surface, in seeking to locally relieve these compressive stresses, buckles or wrinkles,
or creases and folds onto itself so as to achieve energy minimization of the sys-
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tem. This chapter is devoted to the study of surface instability in soft materials,
namely wrinkle and crease instabilities, in highly deformable soft materials such
as elastomers and hydrogels using a method of point perturbation of free surfaces.
This method enables the identification of distinct regimes of wrinkle and crease
instability in these materials, and to ascertain the critical conditions for the onset
of these two modes of instability. Furthermore, we show a wide range of pertur-
bation that encompasses Biot’s linear stability analysis on surface instability and
beyond as well. This approach provides a practical route for experimentalists in
their investigations on surface instabilities, particularly that of crease instability.
This numerical study aims to investigate the critical compression ratio (or com-
pressive strain) for the onset of the two instabilities via a proposed, novel method
of point perturbation, with focus on the less–studied phenomenon of crease insta-
bility. This study is performed in the context of a block of elastomer, a short,
thick–walled rubber tube and a free–swelling constrained hydrogel.
4.2 Operational Characterization of Wrinkle and
Crease
Before proceeding to the details of the numerical methodology of the point pertur-
bation method, a distinction between a wrinkle and a crease is to be highlighted.
Inferring from a continuously expanding literature on the subject of surface in-
stability, the two instabilities can be operationally characterized by the profiles of
their surface distortions. Fig. 4.1 displays examples of wrinkled and creased states
of a polyester film adhered to a gel substrate, where the thin film–substrate system
is under a state of compression.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 4.1 Formation of (a) surface wrinkles and (b) creases and folds on a
polyester film adhered to a gel substrate subjected to compressive stresses
[Pocivavsek et al., 2008]1.
Wrinkles are characterized by the appearance of smooth, continuous wave–like
surface distortions [Best et al., 1981; Breid and Crosby, 2009; Genzer and Groe-
newold, 2006], while creases are distinguished notably by points of discontinuity or
cusps on the surface [Gent and Cho, 1999; Ghatak and Das, 2007; Tanaka et al.,
1987]. The two types of instability are reminiscent of Gibbs’s two categories of in-
finitesimal changes to which a metastable phase must resist [Gibbs, 1906]. One is
a change infinitesimal in degree (or amplitude) but large in extent (or wavelength),
and the other is a change large in degree (or amplitude) but infinitesimal in extent
(or wavelength).
1From “Stress and fold localization in thin elastic membranes”, by Pocivavsek, L., Dellsy, R.,
Kern, A., Johnson, S., Lin, B., Lee, K.Y.C. and Cerda, E., 2008, Science, 320, pp. 912-916.
Copyright 2008 by AAAS. Reprinted with permission.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 4.2 Schematic diagram for (a) wrinkled state and (b) creased state in
an elastic body subjected to lateral compressive strains. Crease, or cusp, is
formed when points from the surface of the neighboring arcs meet.
Fig. 4.2 shows schematically the wrinkled and creased state of an elastic body
subjected to lateral compressive strains. Fig. 4.2(b) will be referred to in the
proceeding section for the establishment of a numerical criterion for the onset of
crease instability.
4.3 Point Perturbation and Stability Criterion
Green and Zerna [1968] have obtained the condition for stability of a block under
equibiaxial compression in the plane parallel to the surface by considering the re-
sistance to indentation of the free surface by a rigid spherical indentor. Gent and
Yeoh [2006] have examined this resistance to indentation of rubber blocks by the
finite element method, using flat–ended rigid indentor of varying sizes. In both
cited works, the indentors are of finite geometries. In this proposed method of
point perturbation, surface instabilities of wrinkle and crease are triggered by per-
turbing the free surface of a deformable body with a point–like deformation. This
section details the numerical methodology employed in determining the stability
(or instability) condition.
Consider an incompressible block of elastomer of length 2L and thickness 2T in
the reference configuration under plane strain conditions. A point perturbation is
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to be applied on its free surface at the mid–plane of the block. By taking advantage
of symmetry, only one–quarter of the geometry needs to be modelled, as shown in
Fig. 4.3. Symmetry conditions are enforced by roller constraints on the bottom
and left edges as shown. These constraints also result in a naturally–enforced
pinned constraint at the intersection of the two edges, thereby eliminating rigid–
body motions. The right edge is assumed to be restrained by a frictionless wall.
Fig. 4.3 Schematic of a quarter–symmetric block subjected to lateral
compression ratio λ1 and perturbation of depth d.
The numerical procedure is a 2–step process. The first step involves the application
of a lateral compression ratio λ1 to the right edge, thereby causing the free surface
to rise. The block deforms, with dimensions of l = λ1L and t = λ2T , where l
and t are the length and thickness respectively in the current configuration. Point
perturbation of depth d, is then applied on the free surface in the second step.
Reaction force F in the 2–direction due to the perturbation in this compressed
state is then evaluated. This reaction force is obtained as the sum of vertical nodal
forces along the bottom edge. F is a function of d and λ1,
F = f (d, λ1) . (4.1)
The stability analysis in what follows involves seeking a non–trivial solution to the
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problem shown in Fig. 4.3.
We define a dimensionless perturbation ratio d/t. For a prescribed d/t, a
nonzero convergent solution is iteratively sought for every incrementally varying
λ1, a process yielding solution pairs of (λ1, F ). In other words, for a given d/t, we
iteratively compute F for a range of incrementing values of λ1. The iteration ter-
minates when F = 0, or when there is a change of sign in F , in which case a linear
interpolation is performed to yield the point (λ1, 0). When F = 0, the system is
in neutral equilibrium where the force due to point perturbation is neutralized by
that due to compressive stresses induced by λ1. Thus the value λ1|F=0 gives the
critical compression ratio λcr1 for which the surface becomes unstable. This forms
the condition of surface instability. This method has been adopted by Wang et al.
[2011a,b] to study crease instability in polymers under ultrahigh electric fields.
Fig. 4.4 A typical normalized force–compression ratio response of the node
with prescribed perturbation ratio d/t = 6× 10−4. Linear compressive strain
1 = 1− λ1 is displayed on top axis for reference. The block has an aspect
ratio of L/T = 1 and is taken to be incompressible. The numerical calculation
of λcr1 is in good agreement with Biot’s analysis.
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Fig. 4.4 illustrates a typical normalized force–compression ratio response of the
perturbed node prescribed with d/t = 6.0×10−4. Here F has been normalized with
F0, the reaction force due to d/t in the uncompressed state, F0 = f(d, λ1 = 1).
The top axis displaying the compressive strain 1 = 1− λ1 is plotted alongside for
ease of reference. The computed value of λcr1 = 0.545 is in good agreement with
that from Biot’s analysis [Biot, 1963, 1965]; Biot’s critical value of λ1 for which
a surface becomes unstable is 0.544 (see Table 2.1). This numerical procedure is
iterated for a range of d/t from which a stability diagram can be constructed, as
will be shown in the proceeding sections.
As mentioned in the Section 4.2, wrinkles and creases can be differentiated by
the profiles of their surface distortions. At this juncture, a numerical criterion
for the onset of crease instability is operationally defined. Fig. 4.5(a) illustrates
a partial section of the finite element mesh of the quarter–symmetric elastomeric
block. Fig. 4.5(b) depicts the close–up view of the finite element mesh in the
vicinity of the applied point perturbation in the uncreased state. The node to which
perturbation is applied is denoted by node ‘a’ and node ‘b’ as its adjacent. Crease
is said to have formed when node ‘b’ assumes a position shown in Fig. 4.5(c). In
this configuration, node ‘b’ is vertically aligned with node ‘a’. In the simulation,
but not shown here for visualization purposes, a rigid element is modelled and
placed on the left edge of Fig. 4.5(a), so that node ‘b’ does not cross–over and
“penetrate” the symmetry line of the edge as the crease develops. Frictionless
contact conditions are assumed.
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Fig. 4.5 (a) Partial section of finite element mesh of the quarter–symmetric
elastomeric block. The arrow shows the location and direction of
perturbation. (b) and (c) shows the close–up view of the finite element mesh
in the vicinity of the applied perturbation for uncreased and creased states
respectively. Node ‘a’ is the node to which perturbation is applied and node
‘b’ is its adjacent node. The crease is said to occur when node ‘b’ assumes a
position shown in (c).
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4.4 Instability of Laterally Compressed Elastomer
Block
The stability of a laterally compressed block of elastomer is analyzed using the
method of point perturbation described in Section 4.3 for a range of perturbation
ratios 10−6 ≤ d/t ≤ 10−2. This gives the perturbation ratio ranging from infinites-
imal to finite.
Fig. 4.6 Stability diagram for an elastomeric block subjected to lateral
compression ratio λ1. Critical compression ratio λ
cr
1 is plotted as a function of
perturbation ratio d/t, demarcating stable and unstable regimes. The inset
shows the surface profiles around the vicinity of perturbation, for perturbation
ratios 4× 10−5 ≤ d/t ≤ 4.0× 10−3. The two points marked by circle and
triangle denote points of instability, for use in proceeding illustrations.
Fig. 4.6 depicts the stability diagram for the laterally compressed block sub-
jected to varying point perturbation ratio, wherein the critical compression ratio
λcr1 is plotted as a function of perturbation ratio d/t with the corresponding lin-
ear compressive strain cr1 = 1 − λ
cr
1 is shown on the alternate axis. The curve is
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characterized by the presence of a distinct plateau for which λcr1 is constant for
1.0× 10−6 ≤ d/t ≤ 8.0× 10−4, indicative of the critical compression ratio being in-
dependent of perturbation. This value λcr1 is calculated to be 0.540± 0.005. Here,
d/t may be seen as infinitesimal. Recalling from Biot’s linear stability analysis
[Biot, 1963], the surface becomes unstable when the critical value of compression
ratio λBiot1 is 0.543. Thus, the computed value of λ
cr
1 in this region of the stability
curve corresponds to that from Biot’s analysis. Values of λ1 lower than λ
cr
1 results
in instability that manifests as surface waves, or wrinkles.
Attention is now directed to the curved region of the plot indicated by per-
turbation ratios 10−3 ≤ d/t ≤ 4.0 × 10−3. For comparison, Inset a illustrates the
surface profile in the vicinity of point perturbation (d/t = 4.0× 10−5) at the onset
of wrinkle instability; the surface is seen to be smooth and continuous. Insets b – e
in Fig. 4.6 show the surface profiles at various points on the curve. At d/t = 10−3
(Inset b), a notch–like deformation occurs on the surface. As d/t increases (Insets
c, d), arc–like surfaces evolve which eventually collapse onto each other to form a
crease (Inset e). What transpires in this curved region is, therefore, the transition
of intermediate creases (cusps) to a fully developed crease as operationally defined
in Section 4.3 (see Fig. 4.5).
The computed value of λcr1 for d/t > 4.0 × 10
−3 is 0.645 ± 0.001, in close
proximity with experimentally observed value of 0.65 for crease instability [Gent
and Cho, 1999; Ghatak and Das, 2007; Trujillo et al., 2008]. Linear stability analysis
becomes invalid in this region of the stability curve, where the perturbation is no
longer infinitesimal but finite.
From the figure and the computed values of λcr1 (and 
cr
1 ) for crease and wrin-
kle instabilities, it appears that crease instability will be encountered first before
wrinkling instability in a laterally compressed block of elastomer. However in real-
ity, materials exhibit surface inhomogeneities and imperfections which manifest as
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peaks and valleys of varying amplitudes. Thus when the amplitude is large, crease
will occur first under larger λcr1 (or smaller 
cr
1 ). When the amplitude is small, only
wrinkle instability is observed.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 4.7 Contour plots of normalized maximum principal Cauchy stress
σmax/G for (a) wrinkled state with d/t = 4.0× 10
−4, λ1 = 0.52 and (b)
creased state with d/t = 8.0× 10−3, λ1 = 0.645. The plots depict the region
around the perturbation point.
Figs. 4.7(a) and 4.7(b) illustrate the deformed contour plots of normalized
maximum principal Cauchy stress σmax/G in the vicinity of the perturbed point
for a wrinkle instability and crease instability, respectively. Both are illustrated
in the unstable regime, as shown marked by a circle (wrinkle instability) and a
triangle (crease instability) in Fig. 4.6. It should be borne in mind that both
systems are in neutral equilibrium, i.e. the reaction force due to the perturbation
is zero. The deformations here are due to local instability. The regions under
consideration are of dimensions 0.05L×0.025T and they depict the localized stress
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distributions. Both contour plots are drawn to same scale, with the shorter of
the two, lengthwise, indicating a larger applied compression ratio. As a quarter
geometry is considered, the model have been duplicated and reflected about the
vertical axis to aid visualization.
In Fig. 4.7(a), the distorted surface profile shows waviness of the surface, em-
anating from the perturbed point. This instability is triggered by a perturbation
ratio d/t = 4.0× 10−4 for a lateral compression ratio λ1 = 0.52. Further compres-
sions will result in the wave propagating throughout the surface.
The surface profile of a crease is shown in Fig. 4.7(b), where the surface folds
onto itself with the point of perturbation becoming singular. The stress contour plot
shows a small region in the vicinity of the perturbed point experiencing maximum
compressive stresses. This region is enveloped by a large region of maximum tensile
stress. Due to the free surface, σmax near the surface is less than the neighbouring
regions.
In effect, the numerical analysis simulates the local instability in the vicinity
of the perturbed point. Away from the perturbation point, the block is overall
compressive. From the two plots, we observe regions of tension and compression in
the vicinity surrounding the perturbation point; the stress states in this vicinity for
a wrinkle and a crease are different. The two types of instability are thus clearly
distinguished. In terms of deformation, the regions of tension and compression
correspond to expanding and shrinking domains of the material. The observed
numerical results are in–line with the analytical argument of Gao et al. [2008] on
a rubber notch contacted by a rigid wedge. The stress singularities in cusps have
also been analyzed in the context of small strain theory [Chiu and Gao, 1993].
Table 4.1 presents a summary of critical compression ratios for the occurrence of
the instabilities of wrinkle and crease in incompressible elastomers.
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Table 4.1 Summary of critical compression ratio λcr1 at which surface
instabilities of wrinkle and crease occur in an incompressible elastomer.
Instability Experimental Analytical Numerical
Wrinkle 0.54 (Ref. 11) 0.543 (Ref. 13) 0.540± 0.005
Crease 0.65± 0.07 (Refs. 35; 100) – 0.645± 0.001
The foregoing discussions on surface instability pertain to an ideal, incompress-
ible elastomer. In reality, some level of compressibility exists in elastomers. Here,
the effect of compressibility on instability is investigated. Fig. 4.8 displays the
stability curves for the elastomeric block of varying Poisson’s ratio ν, from 0.40
to 0.50. In the computations, various values of ν is obtained from Eq. (3.14) by
varying the initial bulk modulus K (for a prescribed initial shear modulus G).
Fig. 4.8 Stability diagram for elastomeric block of varying compressibility,
subjected to lateral compression ratio λ1.
While the curves are similar in trend, the effect of compressibility is more con-
spicuous on wrinkle instability than on crease instability. As seen from the figure,
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wrinkle instability in a compressible elastomer tends to form at a lower compres-
sive strain (or higher compression ratio) than for an incompressible one. In other
words, the free surface of a compressible elastomer buckles or wrinkles at a lower
level of lateral compressive strain as compared to the free surface of an incom-
pressible elastomer. This finding corroborates with the analyses of Beatty and
Usmani [1975]. Their analyses pertained to an indentation of a plane, traction-free
surface in an arbitrary homogeneous and compressible, elastic half-space initially
subjected to a uniform, compressive biaxial deformation orthogonal to the free sur-
face. They obtained a relationship between the critical hydrostatic pressure, due to
indentation, and the effective Poissons ratio, and found that at the onset of surface
instability, the critical compression as well as the critical hydrostatic pressure, for a
compressible hyperelastic material is less than that for the same class of materials.
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4.5 Instability of Axially Compressed Thick–walled
Rubber Tube
Uniaxial compression experiments concerning the stabilities of circular rubber bars
have indicated the existence of a transition slenderness ratio that separates the
Euler–type buckling characteristics of long bars from axisymmetric bulging char-
acteristics of short bars [Beatty and Hook, 1968]. Axially compressed short thick–
walled rubber tubes have been shown to undergo axisymmetric bulging and de-
formation [Beatty and Dadras, 1976]. Stability studies of such short tubes can
be traced to an interesting phenomenon that has not been studied analytically
[Beatty, 1987]. Willis [1948] observed that at a critical compressive load, a crease
formed on the inner surface of a short, thick–walled tube at its central plane while
the outer surface continued to bulge. He detected the presence of the crease upon
dusting the internal wall with talc. The tube in question had inner and outer radii,
of 1.0 inch and 1.5 inches respectively, with length 3.0 inches.
Fig. 4.9 Schematic of thick–walled rubber tube subjected to axial
compression λz and perturbation of depth d.
In this section, the method of point perturbation is used to determine the critical
axial compression ratio λcrz for crease instability. Radial and axial symmetries
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permit the modelling of only a quarter of the tube. Fig. 4.9 displays the model
in cylindrical coordinates, where ri and ro denote inner and outer radii of the
tube, and l its length which in this case is taken to be 1.5 inches. Displacement–
controlled compression is applied at the top end of the tube, while radial roller
boundary conditions are applied at its bottom end to reflect radial symmetry.
Point perturbation of depth d is applied on the inner free–surface of tube as shown.
Axisymmetric elements are used.
The top of Fig. 4.10 plots λcrz as a function of perturbation ratio d/t. The
bottom shows a series of deformed shapes of the tube and the close–up views of
the internal surface at the vicinity of the perturbation at various levels of d/t, as
marked.
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(i) d/t = 0.005, λz = 0.739
(ii) d/t = 0.01, λz = 0.741
(iii) d/t = 0.02, λz = 0.762
(iv) d/t = 0.03, λz = 0.764
Fig. 4.10 Critical axial compression ratio λcrz as a function of perturbation
ratio d/t. Deformed shapes of the tube and the close-up views at the vicinity
of perturbation are depicted at various d/t.
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It is observed that the range of the critical axial stretch λcrz for which instability
can occur is rather small (0.739 ≤ λcrz ≤ 0.765). It can be seen that critical axial
compression ratio (λcrz ≈ 0.740) appears to be insensitive to perturbation ratio d/t
for infinitesimal d/t, as indicated by the flat plateau in the plot. Referring to the
deformed shapes, at low perturbation levels of d/t = 0.005 and 0.01 (see (i) and
(ii) respectively), the surfaces at the vicinity of the perturbed point remain smooth
at their corresponding critical axial compression ratios of λcrz = 0.739 and 0.740
respectively. Observe that the radius of curvature becomes smaller in (ii) as d/t is
increased. Surface wrinkling is not evident, probably due to the dominating effects
of global axisymmetric bulging of the tube. As d/t is further increased, cusp–like
deformation takes place on the surface (iii). In (iv), the surface begins to crease
at λcrz = 0.764, following the operationally defined crease condition in Section 4.3.
This signals the onset of crease instability.
The use of point perturbation to trigger crease instability might inevitably
cause mesh distortions, especially when the amplitude of perturbation is large.
As a consequence, possible spurious mesh dependence may result. To this end, a
uniaxial compression simulation of the tube is performed to assess the viability and
validity of the method of point perturbation. In essence, the validation involves
the comparison of the values of λz at the onset of crease obtained from local (point
perturbation) and global (uniaxial compression) analyses.
For this validation analysis, an initial geometric imperfection in the form of a
small notch is introduced on the internal surface at its central plane to trigger in-
stability. The technique of seeding geometric imperfection in a model is commonly
employed for postbuckling load–displacement analyses [see ABAQUS, 2008, Sec-
tion 11.3.1 of Analysis Manual and Section 1.1.9 of Benchmarks Manual]. From the
results of the local stability analysis in Fig. 4.10, an approximate indication to the
size of the imperfection to be seeded can be inferred. The size of the imperfection
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is taken to be 0.01(ro − ri) where ro and ri denote the outer and inner radii of the
tube in the reference configuration.
(i) λz = 0.87 (z = 13%)
(iii) λz = 0.76 (z = 24%)
(ii) λz = 0.78 (z = 22%)
(iv) λz = 0.67 (z = 33%)
Fig. 4.11 Force–axial compression ratio curve for a short, thick–walled
cylindrical rubber tube under axial compression. A series of deformed shapes
at various levels of axial compression ratio λz as marked in the curve, showing
the formation of creases on the internal surface.
The top of Fig. 4.11 displays the force–axial compression ratio curve of the tube
under axial compression. The numerical results correlate, to a good approximation,
with experimental results. The dimensions of the deformed tube for each level of
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axial compression ratio are in excellent agreement with those measured by Willis
[1948]. It should be pointed out that the experimental data are extracted by visual
inspection of Willis’ result (see Fig. 4 in Ref. 117). The force–axial compression
ratio relationship is linear up to compression ratio λz = 0.78, after which the slope
of the curve decreases. Peak force is attained for λz ≈ 0.76, beyond which it
decreases.
The deformations tracing the force–axial compression ratio curve are depicted
by a series of deformed shapes shown in Fig. 4.11. When the tube is slightly
compressed (i), it deforms to a barrel–shape, and its inner and outer walls assume
convex curvatures. Further compression leads to increased curvatures of the walls,
with a slight degree of contraflexures being observed (ii). In (iii), corresponding
to peak force attained, the inner curvature is observed to be greatly reduced. The
inner wall begins to reverse its curvature [Payne and Scott, 1960] to form a cusp that
is directed towards the outside boundary, indicative of onset of crease instability.
With continued compression (iv), extensive creasing occurs as the inner surface
collapses. Note that the deformation in this case occurs in the post–crease regime.
It is observed that the outer surface continues to bulge outwards while creasing
develops on the inner surface.
In comparing the values of λz for the onset of crease obtained from point pertur-
bation method (λz = 0.764, see Fig. 4.10(iv)) and from the uniaxial compression
analysis (λz = 0.760, see Fig. 4.11(iii)), the relative percentage error of λz from the
two analyses is calculated to be around 0.5%. This level of deviation is considered
acceptable given the degradation of mesh quality at onset of crease. This validates
the use of point perturbation as a trigger for surface instability.
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4.6 Instability of a Free–Swelling, Constrained
Hydrogel
Surface instability in a swelling constrained hydrogel has been shown experimen-
tally [Drummond et al., 1988; Pocivavsek et al., 2008; Tanaka et al., 1987; Tru-
jillo et al., 2008]. In this section, the stability diagram for a double–sided, one–
dimensional swelling of a slab of hydrogel is constructed. The hydrogel slab has an
aspect ratio L/T = 10 and is constrained laterally at its sides. Due to symmetry,
one–quarter of the geometry is considered. Fig. 4.12 shows the schematic of the
geometry. Symmetry conditions are enforced by roller constraints on the bottom,
left and right edges. Pinned constraints are naturally-enforced at the bottom-left
and bottom-right corners of the hydrogel slab. Plane strain conditions are as-
sumed. The hydrogel slab of chemical potential µgel is exposed to an environment
of chemical potential µenv (µenv > µgel) and allowed to equilibrate, causing it to
swell vertically.
Fig. 4.12 Schematic of a slab of hydrogel of aspect ratio L/T = 10 and
having a chemical potential µgel. It is immersed in an environment of µenv
such that it equilibrates and swells in the 2–direction.
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Fig. 4.13 Stability diagram for a swelling constrained hydrogel. The critical
swelling ratio λcr2 is plotted as a function of perturbation ratio d/t. The
hydrogel has properties of Nυ = 0.001, λ0 = 1.2 and χ = 0.1 with aspect ratio
L/T = 10.
Fig. 4.13 presents the stability diagram for the one–dimensional swelling of a
constrained hydrogel in which the critical swelling ratio λcr2 is plotted as a function
of perturbation ratio d/t. The hydrogel has an initial uniform swelling ratio of
λ0 = 1.2. Observe that the trend of the instability curve is similar to that in Fig.
4.6 for a laterally compressed elastomeric block. In Fig. 4.13, the value of λcr2
remains constant at 3.90 ± 0.01 for 1.0 × 10−5 ≤ d/t ≤ 2.0 × 10−4. This region
of the curve corresponds to the wrinkle instability, for which linear perturbation
analysis is valid.
For comparison with experimental results, define η to be the ratio of the critical
swelling ratio of the swelling hydrogel to its initial swelling ratio. The critical
condition for the onset of creasing is therefore η = λcr2 /λ0 = 2.5. This means
that the swelling of the hydrogel by a factor of 2.5 should give rise to creasing.
Experimental results of Drummond et al. [1988] and Trujillo et al. [2008] have
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yielded ηexp = 2.6 and 2.0 respectively, at the onset of creasing. Hong et al. [2009b]
has obtained an analytical value of 2.4. Given the generality of crease phenomenon,
the computed value of η using the current method of point perturbation is in
agreement with the known results.
Attention is now directed to the effects of two key properties of the hydrogel on
the instability; initial swelling ratio λ0 and shear modulus, given in the normalized
form as Nυ. The effect of λ0 is examined first.
Fig. 4.14 Stability curves for a swelling constrained hydrogel for several
levels of initial swelling ratio λ0.
Fig. 4.14 plots the stability curves of a swelling constrained hydrogel for several
levels of λ0. The effect of λ0 increases η at each d/t, for the range of d/t considered.
The increase is more pronounced for the region of wrinkle instability, indicative of
the significant role of initial swelling ratio λ0 in triggering wrinkle instability. The
transition between wrinkle instability and that of crease occurs at d/t ≈ 2.0×10−4
for the three values of λ0 considered. It is observed that the transition occurs
approximately at the same d/t. On closer examination, η at creased state (d/t =
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10−3) are computed to be 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 for λ0 = 1.005, 1.2, 1.6, respectively. Note
that for λ0 = 1.005, the hydrogel is in an almost dry state. Thus, the corresponding
value of η = 2.4 gives the limiting critical condition for onset of crease. Though η
is observed to increase with λ0, its increase is rather modest; a 60% increase of λ0
results in 8% increase in η.
To put the numerical results into perspective, the above results are re–analyzed
in terms of φ0, the initial polymer volume fraction of the hydrogel. Recall that
φ0 is related to the initial swelling ratio λ0 by φ0 = λ
−3
0 , this gives φ0 = 0.99,
0.58 and 0.24 for λ0 = 1.005, 1.2 and 1.6 respectively. It can then be observed
that η for onset of crease increases as φ0 decreases (or as λ0 increases). Given the
considerable variation of φ0, it appears from Fig. 4.14, that the critical condition
for onset of crease η scales weakly with φ0 (and λ0), considering the close proximity
of the values of η.
Fig. 4.15 Stability curves for a swelling constrained hydrogel for several
levels of normalized shear modulus Nυ.
Fig. 4.15 displays the stability curves of the swelling constrained hydrogel of
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λ0 = 1.2 for several levels of normalized shear modulus Nυ. The onset of wrinkle
instability is significantly influenced by Nυ, with η ranging from 1.95 forNυ = 10−1
to 3.25 for Nυ = 10−3. Focusing on the onset of crease, it is seen that effect of
Nυ on η is more distinct at higher level of Nυ. The values of η are 2.3 and 2.5
for Nυ = 10−2 and 10−3 respectively, occurring at d/t = 10−3. In comparison, the
value of η is 1.8 for Nυ = 10−1, occurring at d/t = 2.0 × 10−3. A scrutiny of the
curve labelled Nυ = 10−1 reveals that η for the onset of wrinkle and crease is 1.95
and 1.8 respectively. It would then appear that the transition between the two
instabilities becomes less distinct as Nυ increases. In general, the findings indicate
that η for the onset of surface instability (wrinkle and crease) is lower for stiffer
hydrogels than it is for softer ones.
4.7 Conclusions
A novel method of point perturbation has been used to trigger and study instabil-
ities of wrinkle and crease in highly deformable bodies. Central to this method is
the seeking of a neutral equilibrium in the perturbed system such that the reaction
force due to point perturbation is neutralized by the force due to deformations in
the elastic body.
The numerical results for the critical compression ratio (or compressive strain)
for instability of wrinkle and crease are in good accord with those obtained from
Biot’s linear stability analysis and experimental observations, respectively. A series
of stability curves have been obtained for a laterally compressed elastomeric block,
a short, thick–walled rubber tube subjected to axial compression, and a swelling
hydrogel. Each stability curve is characterized by two regimes of instability; one of
wrinkle instability for which linear stability analysis is valid and the other of crease
instability for which such analysis is invalid due to the perturbations being finite,
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thereby violating the assumption of linear stability analysis.
The method of point perturbation to trigger crease instability in the rubber tube
is validated by comparing the critical compression ratio obtained from this method
with that from a uniaxial compression analysis. The relative percentage error
between the two values is found to be around 0.5%, a level considered acceptable
given the inevitable mesh distortions associated with point perturbation.
The numerical method of triggering instabilities in soft materials via point per-
turbation had been demonstrated to be able to simulate both instabilities of wrinkle
and crease. This method is robust in that by simply varying the perturbation, from
inifinitesimal to finite, one is able to identify the conditions for the onset of the
instabilities. This provides a practical route for experimentalists in their investiga-
tions on surface instabilities, particularly that of crease instability.
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Chapter 5
Void Growth and Cavitation Insta-
bility
Research scope
The extensive use of hydrogel in bioapplications warrants critical understanding
of its mechanical behavior under extreme loads. This chapter focuses on void
growth and instability in a hydrogel unit–cell subjected to mechanical and
chemical loads.
Main findings
When subjected to mechanical loadings, the hydrogel’s susceptibility to cavita-
tion and unstable void growth increases as its initial polymer volume fraction,
and degree of crosslinking decreases, and initial void volume fraction increases.
When subjected to chemical loadings, crease instability of void is observed to
occur as the hydrogel swells under constraints. The onset of crease instability
can be determined by the attainment of peak void volume.
5.1 Introduction
The microscopic behavior of a single void and its unstable growth, or cavitation
instability, provides a basis to the understanding of macroscopic failure behavior
in a medium. This chapter investigates the micromechanics of void growth and
instability in soft material of hydrogel.
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Cavitation instability or the unstable void growth is the phenomenon that oc-
curs when an isolated void in an infinite, remotely stressed body grows without
bound under no change of remote stress or strain. It is an important phenomenon
as its occurrence often signals the onset of material failure, through the growth and
coalescence of nucleated cavities to form enclosed cracks or enlarged cavities.
Cavitation instability has been experimentally observed in a wide range of ma-
terials; from metals [Ashby et al., 1989; Nutt and Needleman, 1987] to rubbers
[Gent and Lindley, 1959; Lindsey, 1967] and soft acrylic adhesives [Lakrout et al.,
2001; Lindner et al., 2004]. Ball [1982] studied cavitation instability as an intrinsic
material instability within the theory of nonlinear elasticity. Huang et al. [1991]
extended the study of cavitation under general axisymmetric and non–symmetric
stressing in elastic–plastic solids. Hou and Abeyaratne [1992] derived a cavita-
tion surface to predict the onset of cavitation in neo–Hookean and elastic–plastic
materials using the critical mean stress criterion.
Given these classes of materials, it therefore comes as no surprise that cav-
itation can occur in hydrogels as well. However, the inherent fragility and large
deformability of swollen hydrogel have posed difficulties in conducting investigative
experiments. It is only recently that Kundu and Crosby [2009] provided evidence
of cavitation in hydrogels using a novel cavitation rheology [Zimberlin et al., 2007].
In this study, we will investigate cavitation instability in hydrogels, specifically the
factors affecting cavitation stresses. The study will also address the question of
whether cavitation instability will occur during swelling/shrinking of hydrogels.
We adopt a micromechanical approach to this problem, focusing on the growth
of a single void in a three–dimensional representative volume element modeled
by a constitutive material model for swelling elastomers [Flory and Rehner, 1943].
Analysis of void growth and cavitation instability is first carried out under symmet-
ric and non–symmetric mechanical loads, followed by the analysis under chemical
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loads. In using this numerical cell model, the hydrogel is assumed to contain pe-
riodic array of voids with identical size and shape. For tractability, it is further
assumed that the void’s surface is traction–free.
5.2 Modelling Aspects – Representative Volume
Element
The study of void growth and cavitation instability in hydrogel is carried out using
a micromechanics model in the form of a representative volume element (RVE). It
consists of a cubic unit cell of dimensions D×D×D containing an initially spherical,
centrally positioned void of radius R0. An illustration of the representative volume
element is shown in Fig. 5.1. This cell model is the simplest three–dimensional
structure [McMeeking and Hom, 1990; Richelsen and Tvergaard, 1994; Worswick
and Pick, 1990].
Symmetry considerations permit the modelling of only one–eighth of the geom-
etry. As such roller boundary conditions are applied along the symmetry planes
of the cell volume to be analyzed; displacement components u1 = u2 = u3 = 0 are
imposed along planes for X1 = X2 = X3 = 0 respectively. An example mesh is
depicted in Fig. 5.2. The finite element mesh employs eight–noded linear brick
elements.
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Fig. 5.1 A representative volume element (RVE) of a cubic cell having
dimensions D ×D ×D and a centrally positioned void of radius R0.
Fig. 5.2 An example finite element mesh for one–eighth cell with initial void
volume fraction f0 = 10
−3.
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To analyze void growth, it is necessary to introduce the following quantities:






• vvoid and vcell, the void and cell volumes in the current configuration respec-
tively. These volumetric quantities are obtained by numerical integration.
• σm, the macroscopic mean stress (hydrostatic stress) of the cell defined as







where σlocalij represents the local Cauchy stress, from which σm can be ob-
tained. Eq. (5.2) calculates the macroscopic stresses of the representative
volume element by averaging up the local (elemental) stresses over the cell
volume [Cheng and Guo, 2007; Guo and Cheng, 2003].
In the computation and presentation of results, we normalize the current void
volume vvoid by the reference void volume Vvoid, and the stress by NkT , the initial
shear modulus of the polymer network in the dry state.
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We begin with the investigation of mechanical–driven void growth and cavitation
instability under symmetric stress states, and proceed on to consider the problem
under non–symmetric states. The hydrogel is taken to be initially swollen with
a prescribed initial polymer volume fraction φ0. No swelling and deswelling is
assumed to occur in the hydrogel and as such, the chemical potential µ is kept
constant at µ0 (∆µ = 0), where µ0 is given by Eq. (3.9).
5.3.1 Void growth under symmetric loading – Equitriaxial
stressing
An equitriaxial state of stress is accomplished by incrementally imposing displace-
ments ui = (λi − 1)Xi (i = 1, 2, 3, no summation) on the respective surfaces
X1 = X2 = X3 = D/2 of cubic cell. Its mean stress evolution and void growth is
illustrated in Fig. 5.3.
The figure plots the normalized macroscopic mean stress σm/NkT as a function
of normalized void volume vvoid/Vvoid for initial void volume fraction f0 ranging from
10−8 to 10−2. Both the mean stress and void size grow steadily with load. As the
void grows, σm/NkT increases and attains a peak (shown as marked circle), whose
magnitude increases with f0 but approaches a constant for f0 < 10
−7. Continued
void growth in the post–peak regime is accompanied by a drop in σm/NkT , an
indication of the loss of load–carrying capacity of the hydrogel; void growth becomes
unbounded. Note that void growth is extensive, with void expanding more than
hundred times its original volume for the case of f0 = 10
−2, and up to a million
times for f0 = 10
−8.
For any non–vanishing f0, the peak mean stress signifies the critical stress for
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Fig. 5.3 Macroscopic mean stress σm/NkT versus void growth vvoid/Vvoid for
f0 ranging from 10
−2 to 10−8, Nυ = 10−3 and φ0 = 0.1. Peak mean stresses
are marked by open circles.
unstable void growth [Cheng and Guo, 2007; Guo and Cheng, 2003]. It is the limit
load for unstable void growth, or void instability. We designate this critical stress
by σc. In the limiting case f0 → 0, σc represents the cavitation stress [Huang
et al., 1991] for which cavitation instability is triggered; the phenomenon of rapid
nucleation and unstable growth of voids. Cavitation instability can, therefore be
viewed as the limiting case of unstable void growth of a pre–existing void. That
is, the cavitation stress sets an upper bound for the critical stress σc driving the
unstable void growth of pre–existing voids. From Fig. 5.3, the solutions for f0 → 0
shows that the cavitation stress is effectively attained when f0 is less than 10
−7.
As a verification, we make contact with the recent works of Kundu and Crosby
[2009] in which the cavitation and fracture behavior of polyacrylamide hydrogels
are studied using a cavitation rheology [Zimberlin et al., 2007]: a void is initiated
and grown within a gel through air pressurization via an inserted syringe. Their
experiment reveals a peak pressure which corresponds to the sudden growth of
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a void (cavitation). For the hydrogel specimen with polymer volume fraction of
0.027, they have estimated its elastic modulus to be 2.65 kPa. Making use of
this estimation, a value of Nυ = 0.22 × 10−4 is obtained and the computations
yield σc as 2.04 kPa for f0 = 10
−7. A comparison between σc and the measured
peak pressure shows good correspondence (see Fig. 2.1(a)). Thus, an initial void
volume fraction f0 ≤ 10
−7 and the associated σc provide a good approximation for
the cavitation stress of the hydrogel.
While cavitation instability is a universal phenomenon that occurs in fluids and
solids, the cavitation stress on the other hand, is material–dependent. Referring to
Fig. 5.3, it is observed that the cavitation stress is 1.1NkT for the hydrogel with
initial polymer volume fraction φ0 = 0.1. At this juncture, we digress and examine
cavitation instability in incompressible neo–Hookean solids, due to the extensive
literature on this subject and to take advantage of the fact that hydrogels are
similar to rubbers in that they have the ability to respond to applied stresses in a
nearly instantaneous manner.
In subjecting the unit cell to an equitriaxial stressing, a deformation that is
spherically symmetric is achieved. The closed–form radial solution for spherically
symmetric deformations in incompressible neo–Hookean material [Guo and Cheng,




































where σAr is the applied radial stress, p the internal pressure, G the shear modulus
and f is the current void volume fraction. The derivation and validation of Eq.
(5.3) is provided in Appendix B. Setting f0 = 0 and then letting f approach zero,
the right hand side of in Eq. (5.3) yields a value of 5/2. In other words, a void–free
neo–Hookean solid exibits cavitation instability – in this case, the phenomenon of
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sudden formation of void when the applied traction (without internal pressure)
reaches the value of 5G/2, or 5NkT/2. Gent and Lindley [1959] has obtained this
value of cavitation stress for rubber. Using the micromechanics model and as a form
of model validation, finite element analyses are carried out for a neo–Hookean solid.
The numerical results, together with radial solutions from Eq. (5.3), are illustrated
in Fig. 5.4. Indeed, both results show that the critical stress for unstable void
growth approaches the cavitation stress of 2.5NkT and it is effectively attained for
f0 = 10e
−7.
Fig. 5.4 Normalized macroscopic mean stress σm/NkT versus void volume
fraction f for an incompressible neo–Hookean unit–cell subjected to
equitriaxial stressing under several levels of f0. Peak normalized mean stresses
are marked by circles. Cavitation stress is effectively attained for f0 = 10e
−7.
Resuming the main line of work on hydrogels, it is noted that the neo–Hookean
solid as analyzed are taken to be unswollen and dry (φ0 = 1). In comparing the
values of critical stress σc for φ0 = 0.1 and φ0 = 1.0 (1.1NkT and 2.5NkT re-
spectively), it is therefore clear that the critical stress σc for unstable void growth
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and consequently the cavitation stress is influenced by φ0. This influence is eluci-
dated in Fig. 5.5, which displays the contour map of the normalized critical stress
σc/NkT as a function of initial void volume fraction f0 for several levels of φ0.
Critical stress σc/NkT increases with φ0, and approaches the value 2.5NkT as f0
becomes infinitesimal and as φ0 → 1, that is as the hydrogel becomes more “solid,
rubber–like”.
Fig. 5.5 Variation of critical stress σc/NkT plotted as a function of initial
void volume fraction f0 for varying levels of φ0. Nυ = 10
−3.
The map also reveals the effects of f0 on critical stress for unstable void growth;
σc/NkT decreases as f0 increases for any given level of φ0. The susceptibility to
unstable void growth thus increases with initial void size and degree of swelling.
At low values of φ0 (φ0 < 0.05), when the hydrogel is highly swollen, σc/NkT
appears to be insensitive to f0. As φ0 → 0, the hydrogel becomes more fluid–like
and σc approaches zero; the cavitation stress is so small in this fluid–like state that
cavitation is easily formed, regardless the initial void volume fraction.
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Figs. 5.3 and 5.5 illustrate in essence, the dependence of critical stresses for
unstable void growth on φ0 and f0, in a hydrogel of a fixed degree of crosslinking
Nυ. Indeed, the dependence of unstable void growth on above two quantities
has been demonstrated by Kundu and Crosby [2009] wherein the transition from
cavitation to fracture in polyacrylamide hydrogels depend on both the initial defect
length and polymer volume fraction.
So the next question immediately comes to mind: how then are the critical
stresses related to the degree of crosslinking Nυ? Their relations are depicted in
Fig. 5.6. The figure plots the normalized critical stress σc/NkT against the degree
of crosslinking Nυ of a hydrogel of polymer volume fraction φ0 = 0.1 and varying
initial void volume fractions.
Fig. 5.6 Variation of critical stress σc/NkT plotted as a function of degree of
crosslinking Nυ for several levels of f0. φ0 = 0.1.
It shows a general trend in which a decrease in Nυ results in a non–linear increase
in σc/NkT . At low levels of Nυ, the effect of initial void size on σc/NkT is
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observed to be significant. The effect diminishes at higher levels, as evidenced
by the convergence of the curves at crossover point Nυ ≈ 8 × 10−3. Beyond this
point, σc/NkT appears to be insensitive to f0 and approaches zero as Nυ is further
increased; unstable void growth is almost immediate, suggesting the brittle–like
nature of the hydrogel. Note that as Nυ increases, the network becomes stiffer.
The critical stress map reveals of the evolution of hydrogel’s ductile–brittle behavior
with its degree of crosslinking.
The above observations can be attributed to polymer chain motion. As the
degree of crosslinking decreases, the network structure of the hydrogel becomes
looser with less entanglements. Polymer chain motion increases, enabling the chains
to elongate more and sustain larger elastic deformations. Conversely, as the network
becomes more cross–linked, polymer chain motion and consequently elongations
become restricted, thereby lowering elastic deformations [Hamed, 2001]. Tanaka
et al. [2000] examined the fracture energies and surfaces of acrylamide gels using
a peel–test–like geometry. They reported that the fracture energy of acrylamide
gel increases as its cross–link density decreases, corroborating our observations. In
related studies, [Cheng and Guo, 2007; Guo and Cheng, 2003] have elucidated the
fracture mechanisms of polymeric adhesives via void growth from their full–field
crack analyses. By subjecting the cell to stress states similar to those in vicinity
of a crack – non–symmetric stress states – we can gain insights to the mechanism
from the microscopic behavior.
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5.3.2 Void growth under non–symmetric loading – Biaxial
stressing
In this section, the effects of non–symmetric loadings on critical stresses for void
instability are investigated, an important consideration given that complex loading
states exist in many practical situations of hydrogel applications. As mentioned
previously, the microscopic behavior of a single unstable void growth can provide
insights to the macroscopic failure behavior of the material. Here, void growth
under biaxial stressing under plane strain conditions is considered.
In setting up the model, zero displacement on plane X3 = D/2 (see Fig. 5.1)
of the cell is additionally enforced. In effect, plane strain conditions are imposed.
Non–symmetric loading is established by prescribing displacement–controlled bound-
ary conditions on two orthogonal outer surfaces (planes X1 = X2 = D/2) in such
way that they remain planar during loading. These can be accomplished by main-
taining a constant stress ratio σ1/σ2 throughout the entire loading history, with
σ1 6 σ2. This requirement on the stress ratio is realized in a multipoint constraint
of the displacements on the outer surfaces [Smelser and Becker, 1989].
Fig. 5.7 shows the evolution of macroscopic mean stress σm/NkT with normal-
ized void volume vvoid/Vvoid for three levels of stress ratios σ1/σ2 for f0 = 10
−5.
The inset on the left of the figure shows the planar stress state of the cubic cell.
Peak mean stresses are marked by crosses, and their associated deformed void
shapes shown alongside. The void shapes are drawn relative to the symmetry
plane–(X1,X2) and they are 2D representations of the three–dimensional case with
X2–axis being the axis of revolution. Results for the unit–cell under equitriaxial
loading are plotted alongside for comparison.
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Fig. 5.7 Plot of macroscopic mean stress σm/NkT versus normalized void
volume vvoid/Vvoid for several levels of stress ratios σ1/σ2 under plane strain
conditions. Nυ = 10−3, φ0 = 0.1, f0 = 10
−5. The inset on the left depicts the
planar stress state of the cubic cell. Peak mean stresses are shown as marked
with the corresponding deformed void shapes illustrated alongside. Red curve
represents results for equitriaxial loading.
Trends of mean stress evolution with void growth are similar to those observed
in Section 5.3.1; mean stress initially increases with void expansion up to a peak,
corresponding to the critical stress σc, beyond which it drops as the void continues
its growth. It is also observed that the critical stress σc increases as σ1/σ2 decreases,
σ1/σ2 = 1.0 being an equibiaxial stress state. From the results , it is expected
that the critical stress will be the highest for uniaxial loading (σ1/σ2 = 0). Similar
trend was also observed by Hou and Abeyaratne [1992] in neo–Hookean solids. This
distinctive property differs from that of elastic–plastic materials where the highest
critical stress is attained under symmetric loading. Note that the mean stress
distribution for the cell under equibiaxial stress state tends to that of equitriaxial
stress state.
At critical stress, the void remains spherical for σ1/σ2 = 1 but is elongated or
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prolated in the σ2–direction for σ1/σ2 < 1. As loading tends to uniaxial mode
(σ1/σ2 → 0), one can imagine the formation of a “needle–like” void shape. These
shapes are in contrast to the oblate void shapes that are observed in fractures and
failures of metals [Koplik and Needleman, 1988; Tvergaard and Hutchinson, 2002]
and in polymeric adhesives [Guo and Cheng, 2003; Yamaguchi et al., 2007]. Imagine
again a series of such deformed cells placed adjacent to each other perpendicular
to uniaxial loading direction. A failure mechanism that is analogous to tearing can
be envisaged in the hydrogel. An example depicting this mechanism is provided in
Appendix C.
In similar fashion, the critical stress maps are constructed to show the relation-
ships between σc/NkT with φ0 and f0 as shown in Figs. 5.8(a) and (b) respectively.
Results for equitriaxial stressing are plotted alongside for comparison. These re-
sults illustrate the effects of stress states on unstable void growth; the smallest
value of mean stress for unstable void growth occurs when the stress state is hy-
drostatic. In other words, the hydrogel under an equitriaxial state of stress is more
vulnerable to void instability, as indicated by the lower levels of critical stress.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 5.8 Critical stress σc/NkT as a function of (a) initial polymer volume
fraction φ0 and (b) degree of crosslinking Nυ, for cubic cell subjected to
biaxial stressing at constant stress ratio σ1/σ2. Results for the case of an
equitriaxial stressing are displayed alongside for comparison purposes.
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5.4 Chemically Driven Void Growth
In this section, we seek to understand void growth and the possibility of cavitation
instability in a hydrogel subjected to chemical loads, i.e. swelling and deswelling.
Consider a block of hydrogel that is constrained between two frictionless rigid
plates but is able to swell/deswell laterally and freely when brought into contact
with a reservoir of solvent of chemical potential µ. Such a setup can be found in
microfluidic systems where the hydrogel functions as a valve by allowing regulated
flow control in a channel through swelling and deswelling. [Beebe et al., 2000] The
constraints to be imposed follow those described in Section 5.3.2; displacement
u3 = 0 is prescribed on plane X3 = D/2 of the cell volume.
Swelling or deswelling of the hydrogel is simulated by prescribing ∆µ/kT in
(3.10) and incrementing it such that
• Largest extent of swelling occurs when µ = µ0 +∆µ = 0,
• Largest extent of deswelling occurs at the minimum, numerically permissible
µ.
The state of deformation of the cubic cell is characterized by two lateral stretches
λ1 = λ2; swelling and deswelling are represented by λ1 > 1.0 and λ1 < 1.0 respec-
tively.
5.4.1 Void growth under constrained swelling/deswelling
The cell behavior during constrained swelling and deswelling is graphically shown
in Fig. 5.9 in which the evolutions of normalized void volume vvoid/Vvoid and
normalized mean stress σm/NkT are plotted against cell’s lateral stretch λ1, for
initial void volume fractions f0 = 10
−8 and 10−3 and φ0 = 0.1.
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Fig. 5.9 Evolutions of normalized void volume vvoid/Vvoid and mean stress
σm/NkT during swelling and deswelling of constrained hydrogel of initial void
volume fractions f0 = 10
−8 and 10−3. Insets depict the deformed void shapes
at several stages of swelling and deswelling for f0 = 10
−3. The void is initially
spherical, represented by λ1 = 1, vvoid/Vvoid = 1. Properties of hydrogel cell
taken to be Nυ = 10−3, φ0 = 0.1.
A glance of the plot reveals the insensitivity of f0 on both quantities vvoid/Vvoid and
σm/NkT under constrained swelling and deswelling. This result is anticipated as
we have assumed that the chemical potential to be homogeneous in the hydrogel.
For numerical efficiency, we will use f0 = 10
−3 for our subsequent computations.
The insets in the figure illustrate the deformed void shapes relative to the symmetry
plane–(X1,X3) (refer to Fig. 5.1) at various stages of swelling and deswelling. The
evolution of void shapes during the two processes can be understood as follows.
As the constrained hydrogel deswells, it undergoes deformation such that λ1 =
λ2 < 1. The lateral contraction results in the generation of tensile stresses. As a
consequence, the void gets elongated in the X3–direction, with a reduction in void
volume (inset II).
As shown in Fig. 5.9, the tensile mean stress σm/NkT increases during deswelling.
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While σm/NkT exceeds the cavitation stress of 1.1NkT for hydrogel having same
properties (see Fig. 5.3), cavitation instability will not occur as the void undergoes
shrinkage instead of expansion. As the constrained hydrogel swells, it undergoes
lateral expansion and compressive stresses that are generated act to compress the
void in the X3–direction while increasing its volume (insets III and IV). Maximum
void volume (void size) is attained after which it decreases on further swelling and
compression. At this stage, an interesting result is observed – the occurrence of
crease instability. While retaining its oblated shape, creases develop on the equator
of the void where the surface folds onto itself during this continued swelling process.
Creases of an initially spherical void have been reported by Wheeler and Stroock
[2008] in their work on a microfluidic system formed in a synthetic hydrogel, as well
as by Cai et al. [2010] in his linear perturbation analyses of osmotic void collapse
in elastomers. Crease instability has been studied in Chapter 4, and the above
instability bears resemblance to that covered in Section 4.5.
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Fig. 5.10 Graphical representations of void shapes corresponding to insets in
Fig. 5.9 for f0 = 10
−3 – (I) spherical void shape in undeformed state, (II)
prolate shape in deswelled state, (II) oblate shape in swelled state, (IV)
oblate shape with internal creasing on further swelling.
Fig. 5.10 provides the graphical representations of the void shapes , correspond-
ing to insets in Fig. 5.9 for f0 = 10
−3, so chosen for ease of visualization. The void
is initially spherical in shape, as represented by λ1 = 1, vvoid/Vvoid = 1. At this
juncture, we make contact again with the report of creasing on the internal wall of
an axially compressed rubber tube by Willis [1948], and the analysis of this prob-
lem in Section 4.5. In his experiment, Willis had monitored the change in internal
volume of the tube during deformation, and had reported that the formation of
crease is accompanied by a change in sign of measured volume –
“The internal volume increases while the external contour is changing its form,
due to the formation of the cusp, and reaches a maximum value approximately at
the critical deformation.”
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In his work, Willis had plotted the change of internal volume with axial de-
flection of the rubber cylinder [Willis, 1948, see Fig. 4], in which the vertical axis
represented the percentage change of internal volume ranging from −10% to 0%,
while the horizontal axis represented the axial deflection in the units of inches,
from 0 to 1.0. The plot was characterized by the following trend: the change of
internal volume showed an initial decrease (from 0%), attained a minima (≈ −3%)
and followed by an increase, which was due to the formation of crease. This trend
is qualitatively similar to that in Fig. 5.9 for the swelling regime (λ1 > 1). The
discrepancy in the slope and shape of the two curves is due to the choice of volume
representations – Willis had represented it as change in internal volume (final vol-
ume - initial volume) while in this work it is represented as final volume (volume
in current configuration).
Guided by Willis’s work, it may be inferred from Fig. 5.9 that the onset of void
creasing can be identified by the peak void volume attained during swelling. We
denote this peak volume by vp, and the critical lateral stretch at which it occurs
by λc for use in subsequent analyses.
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5.4.2 Void growth under influences of φ0 and Nυ
This section addresses the influences of initial polymer volume fraction φ0 and
degree of crosslinking Nυ on void growth under constrained swelling and deswelling.
Maximum swell and deswelling are considered in the computations. Attention is
first directed to the effects of φ0.
Fig. 5.11 Evolutions of normalized void volume vvoid/Vvoid and mean stress
σm/NkT during constrained swelling and deswelling under several levels of
initial polymer volume fraction φ0. Nυ = 10
−3, f0 = 10
−3.
Fig. 5.11 shows the evolution of normalized void volume vvoid/Vvoid and normal-
ized macroscopic mean stress σm/NkT during constrained swelling and deswelling
over a range of initial polymer volume fraction φ0. The indicated symbols marks
the maximum lateral contraction (λ1 < 1) attainable during deswelling. It is seen
that a hydrogel with lower φ0 results in a higher contraction and a correspondingly
higher tensile stress. This in turn gives rise to a more elongated or prolated void
shape.
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During the swelling process (λ1 > 1), it is observed that the peak void volume vp
increases with φ0 at higher λc. For instance, vp for φ0 = 0.1 is attained at λc = 1.49,
while that of φ0 = 0.6 at λc = 1.67. As defined in Section 4.6, η represents the ratio
of critical lateral stretch λc of the hydrogel to its initial swelling ratio (or initial
isotropic stretch) λ0. Recalling that φ0 = λ
−3
0 , the relation
η = λc/λ0 = λcφ
−1/3
0 (5.4)
can be obtained. Using this relation, values of η are computed for the occurrence of
each peak void volume in Fig. 5.11. Table 5.1 presents the values of η and critical
lateral stretch λc at peak void volume vp under varying φ0 (or λ0).
Table 5.1 Values of η and critical lateral stretch λc at peak void volume vp
under varying φ0(λ0)
φ0 λ0 λc vp η
0.1 2.15 1.49 1.54 0.69
0.2 1.71 1.60 1.65 0.93
0.4 1.36 1.67 1.72 1.23
0.6 1.19 1.65 1.74 1.39
0.8 1.08 1.69 1.75 1.57
The results for φ0 = 0.8 are included in the table to illustrate the trend of vp and
λc. It is seen that η is a function of φ0 (or λ0). Specifically, it displays an increasing
trend with φ0 (and correspondingly a decreasing trend with λ0). The results also
shows of vp tends to a constant as φ0 → 1, implying that there exists a maximum
size for which a void can expand up to. In brief, the parameter φ0 affects void
growth and shape by limiting the overall swelling and deswelling. In particular,
it plays a significant role in determining the peak volume of void and the critical
lateral stretch at which such volume occurs.
The effects of degree of crosslinking Nυ on void growth are discussed next.
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Fig. 5.12 illustrates the void growth driven by constrained swelling and deswelling
of a hydrogel cell with varying degree of crosslinking Nυ. The hydrogel cell is
prescribed with φ0 = 0.1 and f0 = 10
−3.
Fig. 5.12 Variation of normalized void volume vvoid/Vvoid during constrained
swelling and deswelling for several levels of Nυ.
The indicated symbols denote the maximum stretch of the cubic cell during maxi-
mum swelling for each of the prescribed Nυ shown in the legend. A distinct effect
of Nυ is that it limits the maximum amount of swelling and consequently, void
expansion during swelling. Results show that peak void volume vp emerges when
Nυ is sufficiently low (Nυ < 2.5× 10−3). To illustrate this emergence of vp, com-
putations using refined values of Nυ (1.0 × 10−3 ≤ Nυ ≤ 2.5 × 10−3) are carried
and their results shown in Fig. 5.13.
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Fig. 5.13 Occurrences of peak normalized void volume vp for a refined range
of Nυ.
For the same amount of swelling prescribed, both vp and λc increases as Nυ
decreases. In other words, the void is prone to creasing when Nυ is low but
is resistant to it when Nυ is high. A qualitatively similar observation on the
influence of cross–link density on creasing and eventual collapse of void is reported
by Wheeler and Stroock [2008] (Fig. 2Ba, b therein): a void is more susceptible
to collapse in a soft hydrogel with lower degree of crosslinking. In summing the
observations on void growth during swelling. we compare Figs. 5.11 and 5.12 to




This chapter investigates chemical– and mechanical–driven void growth hydrogels
via the micromechanical approach – a single void contained in a representative
volume element. The occurrence of cavitation instability in the hydrogel is demon-
strated, with its corresponding cavitation stress validated against experimental
result. The relationships between critical stresses for cavitation instability or un-
stable void growth and initial void size, cross–link density and polymer volume
fraction are established through a series of critical stress maps. The maps reveal
the susceptibility to cavitation instability increases (due to lower critical stress) as
• initial polymer volume fraction φ0 decreases
• degree of crosslinking Nυ increases
• initial void volume fraction f0 increases
• state of stress approaches that of equi–triaxial
When the hydrogel is subjected to constrained deswelling, cavitation instabil-
ity is not expected to occur for the given conditions. Though the mean stresses
generated are higher than the critical stresses established earlier in the study, the
void experiences shrinkage but not expansion. Under constrained swelling, the void
grows in size and attains a maximum volume. At this point, another instability
began to take place; crease instability. Inferring from the classic creasing experi-
ment of Willis [1948], and this point signals the onset of the instability, where the
void surface is in a state of neutral equilibrium.
The critical stress maps obtained and the understanding of behavior of void
growth can provide a guide in choosing and fabricating appropriate hydrogels for
specific applications under known operating conditions. In bioapplications, void
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size and distribution in the network are important factors determining the effec-
tiveness of hydrogel as a biomaterial. These factors control, for example, the ac-
commodation and release of macromolecular drug in drug delivery systems and
the proliferation and encapsulation of living cells for tissue regeneration in tissue
engineering. Cavitation instability may cause premature release of drugs or failure
of the tissue. Void shrinkage or expansion may also affect the reliability of these
devices due to the void pressure that is set up.
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Chapter 6
Humidity–driven Bifurcation in a
Hydrogel–actuated Nanostructure
Research scope
The humidity-driven bifurcation of a hydrogel–actuated nanostructure, taking
into account of the inhomogeneous deformations of the hydrogel, is analyzed.
The bifurcation manifests as a switching behavior of embedded nanorods
between vertical and tilted states at a critical relative humidity.
Main findings
At higher initial swelling ratio, the bifurcation behavior of the nanostructure
approaches that of the case where homogeneous deformation in the hydrogel is
considered. However, large deviation in the behavior may occur between the two
at lower initial swelling ratio. Geometric–material parameters can significantly
affect the critical switching state and the post-bifurcation behavior, enabling
great tunability of hydrogel-based adaptive nanostructure.
6.1 Introduction
Hydrogel–based adaptive structures that respond to specific external stimuli present
immense potential for applications in microfluidics [Beebe et al., 2000], shape–
memory devices [Osada and Matsuda, 1995], artificial muscle and actutors [Hirai,
2007; Osada et al., 1992] and optical switches [Pardo-Yissar et al., 2001]. Indeed,
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the designs of such structures are inspired by nature’s very own biological and
functional structures. For example, nano– and microstructures that developed
on surfaces of lotus leaves and gecko feet provide these organisms with excep-
tional water–repelling and adhesion properties respectively [Autumn et al., 2002;
Barthlott and Neinhuis, 1997]. Common to these seemingly unrelated features is
the presence and use of fibres and high–aspect–ratio nano– and microstructures.
Nanostructures that mimic these biological structures and functions have been ar-
tificially produced [Geim et al., 2003; Pokroy et al., 2009; Sidorenko et al., 2008],
where nanocolumns of high aspect ratio are integrated with hydrogels. The for-
mation of complex micropatterns through the reversible switching and actuation
of the nanostructures has also been demonstrated [Sidorenko et al., 2007]. These
hydrogels provide the “muscle”to reversibly actuate the nanostructures, changing
their orientation in response to changes in humidity levels. The actuation of the
nanostructures is brought about the nonlinear, inhomogeneous deformation of the
hydrogel as a result of the mechanical constraint imposed on the structure [De
et al., 2002; Zhao et al., 2008].
This chapter analyzes the humidity–driven bifurcation of a hydrogel–based
nanostructure, made up of periodically distributed nanoscale rods embedded ver-
tically in a swollen hydrogel layer. The bifurcation, or instability, manifests as a
switching behavior of the nanorods between vertical and tilted states. The analysis
is carried out using a three–dimensional a representative volume element and tak-
ing into account of inhomogeneous deformations of the hydrogel. In addition, the
effects of geometrical and material variations on the bifurcation and consequently
the adaptive response are investigated quantitatively.
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6.2 The Hydrogel–Actuated Nanostructure
The nanostructure consists of square arrays of vertically oriented, free–standing,
high aspect–ratio silicon nanorods (in red) integrated with a hydrogel layer (in
blue), as illustrated in Fig. 6.1. This nanostructure is bonded to a stiff substrate
(in grey).
Fig. 6.1 A three–dimensional illustration of a section of the
nanorod–embedded hydrogel nanostructure.
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The nanorods are taken to be elastic with Young’s modulus Erod and Poisson’s
ratio υrod. The material behavior of the hydrogel is modeled by Eq. (3.10), and it
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with the terms defined as before in Section 3.2 of Chapter 3. In the results and
analyses that follows, the initial swelling ratio, λ0 will be used instead of φ0 for
consistency and for comparison of results with those of Hong et al. [2009b]. The
two quantities are related by φ0 = λ
−3
0 .
The external stimulus of humidity is the chemical potential of water molecules
in the environment. The chemical potential of water molecules in the saturated
environment is taken to be zero. The chemical potential of water molecules in an
unsaturated environment relates to the relative humdity RH as
µ = kT ln (RH) . (6.2)
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6.3 Bifurcation of Hydrogel–Actuated Nanostruc-
ture
This section formulates the boundary value problem for the bifurcation of the
hydrogel–actuated nanostructure. It begins with a review of the bifurcation be-
havior of a hydrogel as analyzed by Hong et al. [2008b]. Inferring from their works,
the numerical aspects of this analysis are described.
6.3.1 Homogeneous deformation of hydrogel
Following the experimental works of Sidorenko et al. [2007], Hong et al. [2008b]
analyzed the bifurcation of the hydrogel–actuated nanostructure by considering
homogeneous deformation of the hydrogel. Some aspects of their work are reca-
pitulated here, as their results will be used for a comparative study later in the
chapter.
Nanoscale rods are embedded in a hydrogel, which is attached to a stiff sub-
strate. The hydrogel is initially water–free and stress–free and this state is taken to
be the reference state. The nanorods stand vertical when the hydrogel has imbibed
water and swelled with an isotropic swelling ratio λ0. During the drying process,
the hydrogel shrinks and causes the nanorods to tilt by θ, as shown schematically
in Fig. 6.2.
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Fig. 6.2 Schematic illustrating the tilted state of nanorods. The initially
swollen hydrogel undergoes a volume reduction in X3–direction followed by a
simple shear. Deformation due to simple shear results in the tilting of the
nanorods.
Referring to the Cartesian frame as shown, the coordinates of a material point in
the hydrogel in the swollen state, with respect to the reference state, is given by
(λ0X1, λ0X2, λ0X3). In the tilted state, this material point occupies a new position
whose coordinates are
x1 = λ0 (X1 +X3 sin θ) , x2 = λ0X2, x3 = λ0X3 cos θ. (6.3)
In view of the deformation gradient given by Eq. (3.2), that is,
FiK =
∂xi (X1, X2, X3)
∂XK
,
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The volume of the hydrogel in the tilted state with respect to the reference state is
det(FiK) = λ
3
0 cos θ, (6.5)
indicating that the tilt causes the hydrogel to shrink in volume relative to the
vertical state and allows the hydrogel to release water. The tilt of the nanorods
breaks the symmetry of the structure. Consequently, the switching of the two
states is analogous to a phase transition of the second kind [Landau and Lifshitz,
1969].
At this juncture, it is worthwhile to remark that the matrix in Eq. (6.4) can
be decomposed into two parts


1 0 sin θ
0 1 0














0 0 cos θ

 . (6.6)
The first matrix on the right–hand side of Eq. (6.6) signifies a simple shear, while
the second a volume reduction in the X3–direction, that is, a vertical shrink. A
physical interpretation that can be assigned to the multiplicative decomposition
of FiK is that as the environment dries, the hydrogel first undergoes a vertical
shrinking, followed by a simple shear.
The free–energy density for hydrogel given by Eq. (3.5) is re–stated here for
convenience:
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The angle of tilt, θ relates directly to the amount of water in the hydrogel. Using
Eq. (6.7), the normalized free energy function υW/kT is plotted as a function of
the angle of tilt θ at several levels of relative humidity, as depicted in Fig. 6.3.
Fig. 6.3 Normalized free–energy function υW/kT plotted as a function of
the angle of tilt θ for several levels of relative humidity.
There exists a critical humidity, RHc for which the response of the free–energy
changes. When the environmental humidity is above RHc, the free–energy has a
single well at θ = 0 and the nanorods stand vertical. When the environmental
humidity is below RHc, the free–energy has double wells and the nanorods tilt.
Therefore, the tilt behavior of the nanorods corresponds to a bifurcation at a critical
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humidity that is analogous to a phase transition of the second kind [Landau and
Lifshitz, 1969].
The total energy is minimised as the structure equilibrates. Differentiating Eq.














The equation, hereafter referred to as HZS, relates the tilt angle to the chemical
potential of the system, and hence RH . The critical humidity, RHc at which the













where µc is the critical chemical potential and consequently, the critical humidity.
For any given set of parameters of Nυ, λ0 and χ, HZS indicates that the nanorods
will stand vertical for humidity levels above RHc. However, the nanorods will tilt
by a large angle when the humidity of the environment drops slightly below RHc.
RHc therefore sets the condition for the onset of bifurcation and HZS describes the
post–bifurcation behavior.
6.3.2 Inhomogeneous deformation of hydrogel and model-
ing aspects
Bifurcation behavior predicted by HZS assumes the hydrogel is under a constant
state of homogeneous deformation during the drying process, and the controlling
material parameters in HZS pertain to the hydrogel. In reality, the hydrogel un-
dergoes inhomogeneous deformation on its top surface and near the bottom of the
nanorods. Inhomogeneous deformation of the hydrogel has been observed exper-
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imentally [Sidorenko et al., 2007]. Nanostructural effects such as those of moduli
mismatch between the nanorods and the surrounding hydrogel and spatial distribu-
tion of the nanorods, parameters that are often design concerns of hydrogel–based
actuators, contribute to the inhomogeneous deformation in the hydrogel. Based
on the theoretical analysis by Hong et al. [2008b], this work seeks to provide an
analysis of the bifurcation behavior of the hydrogel undergoing inhomogeneous de-
formation in a continuum scale. This section describes the modeling and numerical
aspects.
To realistically model the nanostructural effects, a three–dimensional analysis
is performed on a representative volume element of the nanostructure. By taking
advantage of symmetry, we choose a representative volume element (RVE) of cross–
sectional dimensions a by a, as shown in Fig. 6.4(a). The dimension a is defined as
the spacing between two adjacent nanorods measured from their centerlines. Fig.
6.4(b) displays, not drawn to scale, the RVE in the X1 −X3 plane. Each nanorod
is of height h and diameter d. The thickness of the hydrogel layer is denoted by
t2. The nanorods protrude from the hydrogel and it is assumed that their exposed
heights are uniform. The exposed height is denoted by t1. Fig. 6.4(c) shows the
finite element mesh of the RVE. A combination of 8–node linear brick and 6–node
linear wedge elements are used. The interfaces between the nanorods and the
hydrogel are assumed to be fully bonded.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Fig. 6.4 (a) Cross–sectional view of the representative volume element
(RVE) in the X1 −X2 plane, as demarcated by dashed line. (b)
Cross–sectional view B–B in X1 −X3 plane illustrating the notated
dimensions. (c) A finite element mesh of the RVE. A combination of 8–node
linear brick and 6–node linear wedge elements are used.
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Guided by Sidorenko et al. [2007], the nanorods have diameters d = 100 −
300 nm, heights h = 5 − 8 µm, and spacing a = 2 − 4µm. Throughout this
work, we take Nυ = 0.1, χ = 0.1, h/d = 25, a/d = 10, t1/d = 10 and t2/d =
17.5, unless otherwise stated. The properties of nanorods are specified by Young’s
modulus Erod = 5.2 GPa and Poisson’s ratio νrod = 0.3. The hydrogel takes on
the following material properties; the parameter χ has representative values of
0 − 1.2, while its shear modulus Ggel = NkT takes on typical values of 10
4 − 107
Pa. With the representative volume per water molecule taken as υ = 10−28 m3,
and kT = 4×10−21 J at room temperature, Nυ will have a range from 10−4−10−1.
In this numerical study, the swollen state of the hydrogel is taken as the reference
state. Consequently, λ0 is a prescribed parameter, representing the initial swelling
ratio. In light of Eq. (6.4) and with reference to the Cartesian frames in Figs.
6.4(a) and 6.4(b), the following displacements are imposed
u1 = (sin θ)X3, u2 = 0, u3 = (cos θ − 1)X3 (6.10)
along X2 − X3 planes for X1 = 0 and X1 = a. Displacements u1 = u2 = u3 = 0
are imposed along X1 − X2 plane for X3 = 0, due to the confining surface of the
substrate. Plane strain conditions are assumed and as such, displacement u2 = 0
are imposed along X1 −X3 planes for X2 = 0 and X2 = a. In addition, traction–
free conditions are assumed on plane X1−X2 for X3 ≥ t2. These conditions result
in the inhomogeneous deformation of the hydrogel.
This work explores the bifurcation behavior of the hydrogel–based nanostruc-
ture in response to a drying enviroment, taking into account of the inhomogeneous
deformation in the structure. Specifically, the relationship between the tilt angle
of the nanorods θ and the corresponding relative humidity RH at equilibrium is
sought. In addition, the critical humidity RHc at which the nanorods stand vertical
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is established, as RHc determines the onset of bifurcation and imposes a range of
humidity levels at which nanorod switching is possible.
The numerical procedure involves seeking nonzero solutions of θ and RH for
which the free–energy function Eq. (6.7) is convergent, and the corresponding total
strain energy (SE) of the system attains a global minimum. Denoting θtrial as the
trial tilt angle in the iterations, for any prescribed RH , θtrial is incrementally varied
and the corresponding total SE evaluated. This iterative procedure, analogous to
the root–finding algorithmn of the bisection method, terminates when the total
SE achieves a minima, yielding a solution pair of (RH, θ). Initial increments of
θtrial are set at 0.1 radians and are subsequently reduced to 0.01 radians as the
minumum SE is approached. The range of RH considered is such that a minimum
of 20 solution pairs of (RH, θ) are obtained.
6.4 Results of Bifurcation Analyses
The influence of several geometric–material variations on the bifurcation behavior
of the nanostructure under a state of inhomogeneous deformation is examined in
this section. From dimensional considerations, the tilt angle θ of the nanorod























The parametric study in this work focuses on the shear modulus mismatch between
nanorod and hydrogel Grod/Ggel, the spacing between adjacent nanorods a/d, the
initial swelling ratio of hydrogel λ0 and the polymer–solvent parameter χ.
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6.4.1 Effects of inhomogeneous deformation on bifurcation
The subject under discussion is introduced by displaying a plot of tilt angle θ as a
function of relative humidity RH for initial swelling ratio of λ0 = 1.2 and 1.6, as
shown in Fig. 6.5. From this bifurcation diagram, it is observed that the bifurca-
tion behavior of the nanostructure undergoing inhomogeneous deformation deviates
from that of homogeneous deformation, as predicted by HZS and represented by
dotted lines. On closer examination, the observed deviation more significant at
lower level of λ0. For λ0 = 1.2, the values of RHc determined numerically and from
HZS are approximately 67% and 73% respectively, giving a difference of about 8%.
Fig. 6.5 Variation of tilt angle θ with humidity of environment RH for
λ0 = 1.2 and 1.6 with Grod/Ggel = 500, h/d = 25, a/d = 10, χ = 0.1. Solution
from HZS is plotted alongside for comparison purposes and is shown as
dotted line.
In the post–bifurcation regime, this difference can be greater than 10%. At higher
level of λ0 = 1.6, the effects of inhomogeneous deformation in the nanostructure
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become less apparent as RHc and the post–bifurcation behavior converges towards
HZS. For example, RHc obtained numerically and from HZS are about 93% and
95% respectively. This may be due to higher internal stresses generated as a result
of larger volume of water imbibed, which acts to counteract the effects of the
traction–free surface as the system equilibrates. An insight to this observation




Fig. 6.6 Contour plots of normalized mean stress υσm/kT along X1 −X3
plane for X2 = 0 at relative humidity of 50% for (a) λ0 = 1.2, equilibrium tilt
angle θ = 0.59 rad, and (b) λ0 = 1.6, equilibrium tilt angle θ = 1.20 rad.
Figs. 6.6(a) and 6.6(b) show the distributions of normalized mean stress υσm/kT ,
where σm = σkk/3, in the tilted state along X1 − X3 plane for X2 = 0 (see Fig.
6.4(b)) at RH of 50% for λ0 = 1.2 and 1.6, with the equilibrium tilt angles at
θ = 0.59 radians and 1.2 radians respectively. The contour plots shown in the
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figures are obtained by duplicating the contour plot of the RVE several times.
Tensile stresses are developed near the surface of the hydrogel on the side of the
inclined nanorods while compressive stresses are developed away from the surface
and within the hydrogel. Maximum compressive stresses are generated at the bot-
tom of the nanorods as they tilt. The mechanics of tilting can be understood as
follows. The shrinking hydrogel exerts tensile forces. The nanorods, being modeled
as stiff elements and undergo rigid body rotations, are loaded in compression and
tend to redirect the tensile forces from the hydrogel, resulting in lateral tilt.
It is observed from the surface profiles that troughs are formed on the top sur-
face of the hydrogel, and that the deformations are asymmetric. These result from
the traction–free condition imposed on the top surface. On this note, it should be
highlighted that the solution from HZS can be obtained numerically if displace-
ments given by Eq. (6.4) are prescribed on the boundaries of the model. This is, in
effect, imposing a state of homogeneous deformation in the nanostructure. In doing
so, the top surface will remain planar during deformation. On examination of the
surface profile of λ0 = 1.6, it may be observed that the effect of the traction–free
condition is somewhat negated due to the larger tilt angle θ. This effect proba-
bly results in the small deviation between solutions obtained numerically and from
HZS. Inferring from this, it can be predicted that the solution for inhomogeneously
deforming hydrogel will converge to that of homogeneously deforming hydrogel as
λ0 becomes larger (λ0 > 1.6).
Corresponding to Figs. 6.6(a) and 6.6(b), Figs. 6.7(a) and 6.7(b) display,
respectively, the tilted state of the nanostructure in the X1 −X2 plane as viewed
from top. The tilted nanorods form a patterned structure of uniform tilt direction.
Such pattern has been demostrated experimentally by Sidorenko et al. [2007, 2008]
(see Fig. 2.2). In the figures shown, the RVE has been duplicated, as done for
Figs. 6.6(a) and 6.6(b), to create an array of repetitive units to aid and enhance
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visualization of the geometry. Other patterns may be accomplished by varying, for




Fig. 6.7 Deformed patterns as viewed from the top in X1 −X2 plane
corresponding to tilted state in (a) Fig. 6.6(a) and (b) Fig. 6.6(b).
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6.4.2 Tuning of adaptive response of nanostructure
It is clear, from the preceding section, that the adaptive response of the nanos-
tructure can be tuned by controlling the degree of swelling of the hydrogel. In
this section, the nanostructural parameters of nanorods’ spacing a, shear modulus
mismatch Grod/Ggel are examined for their effects on the adaptive behavior. For
completeness, the material parameter of χ, the polymer–solvent interaction param-
eter, is included for this parametric study. The results of the parametric study may
provide a source of information for the designs of these nanostructures for specific
applications.
6.4.2.1 Effects of spatial distribution of nanorods, a
Attention is first directed to the spatial distribution of the nanorods, specifically
the spacing between adjacent nanorods. Fig. 6.8 shows the change in tilt angle
θ in response to the humidity of the environment for varying normalized spacings
a/d, where d is the diameter of nanorod, for λ0 = 1.2, Grod/Ggel = 500, h/d = 25,
χ = 0.1. The dashed curve represents the bifurcation response from HZS (Eq.
(6.8)).
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Fig. 6.8 Effects of normalized spacings a/d on the variation of tilt angle θ
with humidity of environment RH . λ0 = 1.2, Grod/Ggel = 500, h/d = 25,
χ = 0.1.
It is observed that both RHc and tilt angle θ in the post–bifurcation regime
decrease with increasing a/d. For a relative humidity of 10%, the tilt angles for
a/d = 10, 20 and 30 are 0.86, 0.68 and 0.47 radians respectively. To elucidate
the effects of a/d on the critical humidity RHc, the variation of RHc with a/d is
plotted as demonstrated in Fig. 6.9. The horizontal dotted line represents RHc
computed from HZS. RHc is observed to relate linearly with a/d for a/d > 15.
This relationship becomes non–linear when the ratio falls below 15. It is seen that
as a/d decreases, RHc tends to the value predicted by HZS.
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Fig. 6.9 Plot of RHc as a function of a/d, where analytical RHc from HZS is
represented by dotted line.
It may be inferred from the two figures of Fig. 6.8 and Fig. 6.9 that as a/d
decreases, the bifurcation response of the nanostructure with hydrogel undergoing
inhomogeneous deformation converges to that with homogeneous hydrogel defor-
mation. In the limiting case a/d = 0, the nanostructure effectively becomes a
“sandwiched”structure, with a layer of hydrogel constraint to a silicon block on
one side, and the stiff substrate on the other. However in reality, at low a/d the
nanorods may actuate and tilt due to lateral adhesion between them [Pokroy et al.,
2009] prior to any bifurcations due to humidity.
It should be noted that the analysis pertained to the structural effects, rather
than nano effects per se; the term nano is derived from the original problem whose
dimensions are in the nano-scale. In this work, the focus is on the effects of spatial
distribution of the silicon rods on the bifurcation behavior, based on dimensional
considerations. It is, however, believed that there are influences on the bifurcation
behavior of the adaptive structure as its dimensions enter the micron-, millimeter-
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or metre-scale. An example of such influences could be interactions between the
soft hydrogel and hard silicon. These influences could be implicitly defined in the
material constants.
6.4.2.2 Effects of shear modulus mismatch, Grod/Ggel
The effects of shear modulus mismatch between nanorod and the surrounding hy-
drogel on the adaptive response is taken up in this section. The shear modulus
mismatch is designated by dimensionless material parameter of Grod/Ggel. In this
work, the shear modulus of the nanorods is held constant while that of the hy-
drogel is varied. Values of Grod/Ggel = 50 to Grod/Ggel = 5000 are considered in
this analysis. The aspect ratio of the nanorod h/d and the normalized spacing a/d
are taken to be 25 and 10 respectively. The hydrogel has an initial swelling ratio
λ0 = 1.2.
Fig. 6.10 Effects of shear modulus mismatches Grod/Ggel on the variation of
tilt angle θ with humidity of environment RH .λ0 = 1.2, h/d = 25, a/d = 10,
χ = 0.1.
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Fig. 6.10 displays the response of tilt angle θ with humidity of the environment
RH for varying Grod/Ggel. RHc is seen to vary non–uniformly from approximately
36% for Grod/Ggel = 50 to about 72% for Grod/Ggel = 5000. Focusing on the post–
bifurcation regime, it is observed that for the modulus mismatches considered, θ
tends to a constant (close to 0.9 radians for the set of parameters considered in
this case) as RH drops to zero, that is, a completely dry, water–free environment.
A closer examination of the post–bifurcation regime in Fig. 6.10 reveals that the
sensitivity of nanorods’ tilting/switching to humidity decreases with increasing
Grod/Ggel. Defining this tilt sensitivity as the change in θ for any given change in
RH , it can be obtained graphically by constructing a tangent to each curve at any
given RH . With a relative higher degree of stiffness of nanorod, larger forces need
to be generated by the hydrogel for actuation.
It is also noted that the range of humidity levels in which actuation can occur
decreases with decreasing Grod/Ggel. For example, a structure with Grod/Ggel = 50
will have switching/actuation behavior in response to humidity levels between 0%
and 36%, wheres for the case of Grod/Ggel = 5000, between 0% and 72%. For any
given humidity, for example 20%, a lower Grod/Ggel results in a lower tilt angle.
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Fig. 6.11 Plot of RHc as a function of Grod/Ggel, where analytical RHc from
HZS is represented by dotted line.
Fig. 6.11 shows the relation between RHc and Grod/Ggel. RHc from HZS
is plotted as a horizontal dotted line. It is noted that for large Grod/Ggel, the
numerical solution of RHc approaches that of the homogeneous solution predicted
by HZS. From the plot, this convergence of solutions is expected to occur for
log10Grod/Ggel > 4. This translates to a modulus mismatch of Grod/Ggel > 10
4.
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6.4.2.3 Effects of polymer–solvent interaction parameter, χ
This parametric study on the adaptive response of the hydrogel–based nanostruc-
ture is completed with the results for the influence of χ on the bifurcation behavior.
The parameter χ, also known as the Flory interaction parameter, is a dimensionless
measure of enthalpy of mixing. It is a free–energy, material–specific parameter and
it represents the polymer–solvent interaction, in this case the solvent being water.
When χ > 0, water molecules are motivated to leave the hydrogel.
Fig. 6.12 Effects of enthalpy of mixing χ on the variation of tilt angle θ with
humidity of environment RH . λ0 = 1.2, Grod/Ggel = 500, h/d = 25, a/d = 10.
Fig. 6.12 shows the variation of tilt angle θ with humidity of the environment
RH for several values of χ. Observe that the tilt angle θ approaches a constant,
similar to the earlier study on the parameter of Grod/Ggel. Without attaching
physical/chemical significance of χ, RHc is seen to increase as χ increases, with
the corresponding increase in the range of humidity levels in which the actuation
of nanorods can occur. Fig. 6.13 plots the variation of RHc with χ and it shows
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the linear relationship between the two, with the curve attaining a plateau at
RHc = 100% for χ 1.0.




Integration of hard materials such as nanoscale silicon rods with stimuli–responsive
polymer gels results in an adaptive structure that promises niche applications that
are exciting and novel. This chapter analyzes the switching behavior of a hydrogel–
based nanostructure subjected to drying conditions. A representative volume ele-
ment is employed in this boundary value problem, wherein inhomogeneous defor-
mation in the hydrogel and the nanostructural effects are accounted for.
The inhomogeneity results in both a lowered critical humidity RHc at which
the nanorods stand vertical, and the tilt angle of the nanorods as a result of expo-
sure to drying environment, in comparison to solutions predeicted by HZS where
homogeneous deformation of hydrogel is assumed. In particular, the HZS solutions
provide upper bounds to the bifurcation behviors of the nanostructure in study.
Numerical results show that at higher initial stretch ratio, the bifurcation behavior
of the nanostructure approaches that of the HZS solution.
The effects of several geometric–material parameters on the bifurcation behavior
have also been studied; the spacing between adjacent nanorods a/d, shear moduli
mismatch Grod/Ggel and the enthalpy of mixing χ. Each of these parameters shows
significant influence on the critical humidity and post–bifurcation behavior. In-
creasing a/d, or decreasing Grod/Ggel or χ all have an effect of lowering the critical
humidity. These parameters can be exploited to tune the adaptive response of the
nanostructure for specific applications.
The list of geometric–material parameters affecting the critical humidity and
post–bifurcation behavior highlighted in this chapter is by no means exhaustive.
Other parameters may include the aspect ratio and non–circular cross–section of
the nanorods. These factors provide a more complete list of parameters to aid in




We have investigated the various instabilities that can occur in soft materials within
the framework of continuum mechanics. The studies include
1. Surface instabilities in hydrogels and elastomers,
2. Cavitation and void growth instability in hydrogels,
3. Humidity–driven bifurcation in a hydrogel–actuated nanostructure.
In these numerical studies, both elastomer and hydrogel are modelled as hyperelas-
tic materials whose constitutive behaviors are described by free–energy densities;
the former using the classical neo–Hookean form while the latter, a form due to
Flory and Rehner [1943] for swelling elastomers.
In this chapter, the important findings and observations obtained from the
studies will be summarized. This thesis will be concluded by a brief discussion on
the outlook of future work.
7.1 Surface Instabilties
Chapter 4 studies the onset of two phenomena of surface instabilities – wrinkling
and creasing in soft materials. The instabilities in these highly deformable bodies
have been simulated by way of point perturbations. Central to this method is the
seeking of a neutral equilibrium in the perturbed system such that the reaction
force due to point perturbation was neutralized by the force due to deformations
in the elastic body. The corresponding critical compression ratio, or compressive
strain establishes the condition for the onset of the instability.
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By varying the amplitude of the perturbations and compressive strains, surface
stability curves are constructed and can be characterized by two regimes; one that
is stable while the other unstable. Within the regime of surface instability, the
two forms of instabilities can identified; one of wrinkle instability for which linear
stability analysis is valid, and the other of crease instability for which such analysis
is invalid due to the perturbations being finite, thereby violating the assumption
of linear stability analysis. The stability curves reflect Gibbs’s two categories of
infinitesimal changes to which a metastable phase must resist [Gibbs, 1906]; one
of a infinitesimal change in amplitude but finite in space while the other, a finite
change in amplitude but infinitesimal in space.
A series of stability curves have been obtained for a laterally compressed elas-
tomeric block, a short, thick–walled rubber tube subjected to axial compression
(Willis’ phenomenon (1948)), and a swelling constrained hydrogel:
(a) Instability of laterally compressed elastomeric block
• The simulated critical compressive strains (or compressive ratios) for the on-
set of wrinkling and creasing instabilites are in agreement with that obtained
from Biot’s linear stability analysis [Biot, 1963] and experimental observa-
tions [Gent and Cho, 1999; Trujillo et al., 2008], respectively (see Table 5.1).
• When the amplitude of perturbation is large, creasing instability will occur
first at lower compressive strains; when the amplitude is small, only wrinkle
instability will occur.
• The numerical analyses simulate local instabilities in the vicinity of the per-
turbed point, where the two types of instabilities are distinguishable by their
surface topographies as well as the associated stress states (Fig. 4.7).
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• The effect of compressibility of an elastomer is investigated and is found to be
more pronounced on wrinkle instability than on crease instability; wrinkle in-
stability in a compressible elastomer will be occur at lower lateral compressive
strain than in an incompressible elastomer. This observation corroborates
with the analyses of Beatty and Usmani [1975].
(b) Instability of an axially compressed short, thick–walled rubber tube
• The stability curve exhibits similar trends with that of the laterally com-
pressed elastomeric block and results show the range of critical axial compres-
sive strain for which surface instability can occur is small (between crz = 0.235
to 0.261). The critical axial compressive strain for the onset of crease insta-
bility is found to be ≈ 0.24, a result in agreement with experimental data
and observations by [Willis, 1948].
• While a region indicative of a wrinkle instability is present in the stability
curve, localized surface wrinkling is not evident in the rubber tube due to
the dominating global effects of the axisymmetric bulging of the tube during
compression. This bulging effect may be the reason behind the lower criti-
cal compressive strain for crease instability observed in the rubber tube in
comparison with that in an elastomeric block.
• The use of the point perturbation method in triggering creasing instability is
validated by a uniaxial compression of the tube seeded with an initial geomet-
ric imperfection in the form of a small notch. The relative percentage error
of the critical axial compressive strain for the onset of creasing obtained from
the local (point perturbation) and global (uniaxial compression) analyses is
calculated to be approximately 0.5%, level considered acceptable given the
extent of mesh degradation during the formation of creases.
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(c) Instability of a swelling constrained hydrogel
• The stability curve for the swelling constrained hydrogel shows similar trends
to that in the laterally compressed elastomeric block and axially compressed
rubber tube, i.e. distinct regions characterizing wrinkle and creasing insta-
bilities.
• An increase in hydrogel’s initial swelling ratio, λ0 increases the critical con-
dition η, defined as the ratio of its critical swelling ratio to initial swelling
ratio for the onset of wrinking and creasing instabilities.
– The increase in η is more pronounced for wrinkling instability than for
creasing instability, indicative of the significant role of λ0 in triggering
wrinkling instability.
– The critical condition for crease instability scales weakly with λ0 (and
φ0, the initial polymer volume fraction). The values of η obtained are in
agreement with analytical [Hong et al., 2009b] and experimental [Drum-
mond et al., 1988; Trujillo et al., 2008] results. The limiting critical
condition for the onset of creasing instability is computed to be η = 2.4.
• The critical condition for the onset of both wrinkling and creasing instabilities
is significantly influenced by the degree of crosslinking Nυ (the normalized
shear modulus), with η being lower for stiffer hydrogels than for softer ones.
In addition, findings also indicate that the transition between wrinkling and
creasing instabilities becomes less distinct as Nυ increases.
The numerical method of triggering instabilities in soft materials via point per-
turbation has been demonstrated to be able to simulate both instabilities of wrinkle
and crease. By varying the amplitude of perturbation, from inifinitesimal to finite,
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the conditions for the onset of the instabilities can be identified. Such perturba-
tions exist as peaks and valleys of varying amplitudes on surfaces of materials, a
result of surface inhomogeneities and imperfections.
7.2 Void Growth and Cavitation Instability
Chapter 5 addresses the phenomenon and the underlying mechanics of single void
growth, and subsequent cavitation instability in hydrogels. The mechanics of void
growth are studied by means of a representative volume element, consisting of a
cubic unit cell containing an initially spherical, centrally positioned void. The
hydrogel cell is subjected to mechanical and chemical loadings.
Numerical results from the mechanically driven void growth in hydrogel reveal
the following main points:
• There exists a maximum allowable mean stress, referred to as the critical
stress, which signals the onset of unstable void growth.
• Void expansion is large prior to void growth instability; void volume fraction
at cavitation is more than 10f0.
• Critical stress for cavitation instability decreases as the initial void volume
fraction f0 increases.
• Critical stress for cavitation instability decreases as initial polymer volume
fraction φ0 decreases.
• Critical stress for cavitation instability decreases as degree of crosslinking Nυ
increases.
• Critical stress for cavitation instability decreases as state of loading ap-
proaches that of equitriaxial; lowest critical stress occurs when the stress
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state is hydrostatic.
Findings from the study of chemically driven void growth in hydrogels include:
• Void volume reduction occurs during deswelling, as the constrained hydro-
gel undergoes lateral contraction. Prolate void forms due to tensile stresses
which tend to elongate the void. Despite the high tensile stresses generated,
cavitation instability will not occur as void undergoes shrinkage and not ex-
pansion.
• Void volume expansion occurs during lateral swelling of a constrained hy-
drogel, giving rise to compressive stresses that result in the formation of an
oblate void.
• Crease instability on void surface occurs on continued swelling; the surface
folds onto itself with an accompanying decrease in void volume. The onset of
crease instability is characterized by the attainment of a peak void volume.
– The susceptibility to crease instability increases as the initial polymer
volume fraction φ0 decreases for a given degree of crosslinking Nυ; a
lower φ0 results in a lower peak volume and the critical stretch for which
the onset occurs.
– The susceptibility to crease instability increases as the degree of crosslink-
ing Nυ decreases for a given initial polymer volume fraction φ0; crease
instability does not occur when Nυ is sufficiently large.
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7.3 Humidity–Driven Bifurcation in a Hydrogel–
Actuated Nanostructure
Integration of hard materials such as nanoscale silicon rods with stimuli–responsive
polymer gels results in an adaptive structure that promises niche applications that
are exciting and novel. Chapter 6 analyses the humidity–driven bifurcation of a
hydrogel–actuated nanostructure. The bifurcation allows the structure to switch
between vertical and tilted states under drying conditions. A representative volume
element is employed in this boundary value problem, wherein inhomogeneous defor-
mation in the hydrogel and the nanostructural effects are accounted for. Analyses
reveal the following:
• The switching/actuation mechanism of the structure is such that as the envi-
ronment dries, the hydrogel first undergoes a vertical shrinking, followed by
a simple shear.
• The inhomogeneity results in both a lowered critical humidity RHc at which
the nanorods stand vertical, and the tilt angle, θ of the nanorods as a result
of exposure to drying environment, in comparison to solutions predicted by
Hong et al. [2008b] (referred to as HZS in this thesis) where homogeneous
deformation of hydrogel is assumed.
• At higher initial stretch ratio, the bifurcation behavior of the nanostructure
approaches that of HZS solutions. HZS solutions provide upper bounds to
the bifurcation behaviors.
• The effects of several geometric–material parameters their influences on the
critical humidity and post–bifurcation behavior, i.e. tunability of the adap-
tive structure are analysed and results show that:
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– An increase in the spacing between adjacent nanorods lowers both RHc
and θ in the post–bifurcation regime.
– A decrease in the spacing results in the bifurcation response of the nanos-
tructure with hydrogel undergoing inhomogeneous deformation converg-
ing to that with homogeneous hydrogel deformation.
– A decrease in Grod/Ggel, the shear modulus mismatch between nanorod
and the surrounding hydrogel, lowers RHc. The range of humidity levels
in which actuation can occur also decreases with decreasing Grod/Ggel.
– The associated tilt angles of nanorods tend to a constant as relative hu-
midity drops to zero, that is, a completely dry, water–free environment.
– The sensitivity of nanorods’ tilting/switching to humidity decreases with
increasing Grod/Ggel. With a relative higher degree of stiffness of nanorod,
larger forces need to be generated by the hydrogel for actuation.
– The numerical solution of RHc approaches that of the homogeneous
solution predicted by HZS when Grod/Ggel > 10
4.
– RHc is seen to increase as χ, the Flory interaction parameter increases,
with the corresponding increase in the range of humidity levels in which
the actuation of nanorods can occur.
In conclusion, this thesis has investigated several instabilities that may occur
in soft materials of hydrogels and elastomers by way of numerical simulation. The
mechanisms and the conditions at which they occur have been elucidated. While
the instabilities are phenomena in themselves and are not new, the material on/in
which they occur is, namely hydrogel. The range of applications involving hydrogels
is extensive and growing, warranting a critical understanding of these instabilities.
Much work is needed to extend the current understanding of them, particularly
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on the numerical aspects. This research on mechanical instabilities in soft mate-
rials should be of interest to not only the mechanics community but also to other
disciplines such as materials science and biology.
7.4 Possible Future Work
The current model for hydrogel employed in this thesis make use of the free–energy
density due to Flory and Rehner [1943]. It is by far the best–known and simplest,
and is a model based on phenomenological theory that treats the problem from
the perspective of continuum mechanics. There are other free–energy densities for
swelling elastomers available as reviewed by, amongst others, Boyce and Arruda
[2001] and Horkay and McKenna [2007]. Some of these models are based on phys-
ically motivated models that consider the material response from the viewpoint of
the microstructure, in which the elastomeric network is not idealized as long chains
of cross–linked polymeric molecules as in the case of phenomenological models. The
exploration of these alternate free–energy densities can provide for a more holistic
and qualitative picture to the mechanical instabilities investigated.
In the material modelling for hydrogel, we have considered the long–term pro-
cess in which the hydrogel has reached equilibrium with both the mechanical load
and the external solvent of water. One main area that merits further work is the
consideration of the diffusion process. This will allows us to consider the kinetics
of swelling/deswelling in hydrogels and their effects on the instability problems
covered in this thesis. For example, the effects of diffusion on onset and post–
onset of surface instability, analogous to the wrinkling or creasing of human skin
due to aging, diffusion–induced void growth and the dynamics of switching in the
hydrogel–actuated nanostructure. An enhanced understanding of these diffusion–
driven effects may provide for better designs and applications of soft materials.
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In the context of the current work presented in this thesis, there are several
areas that further research can be undertaken. In the study of crease instability,
the present work examined the critical conditions for the onset of a single crease.
An important area of further research will be to extend the current work to include
multiple creases. This is envisioned to be numerically challenging as the problem
will involve multiple singularities. Further development of the current numerical
scheme is therefore required. Another important research area pertains to the
fracture mechanisms and properties of hydrogels. As hydrogels become increas-
ingly popular as choice engineering material for bio–applications, it is imperative
to understand fully their mechanical behavior. Further work on the macroscopic
behavior of multiple void growth, with voids randomly scattered or periodically
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Appendix A
User–subroutine UHYPER for ma-






C User defined hyperelastic material subroutine
C for gel with Flory-Rehner free-energy function
C to be used in Abaqus Standard
C
C Material properties to be passed to the subroutine:
C
C PROPS(1) - Nv
C PROPS(2) - chi
C PROPS(3) - phi0 initial volume fraction of polymer to
C initial gel volume




C TEMP - delta_mu/kT current incremental chemical potential




C Free-energy function U(I, J) and its derivatives
C All free-energy density and stress given by the
C calculation are normalized by kT/v
C
C Note that ABAQUS uses deviatoric strain invariant
C I_bar instead of strain invariant I such













mu0_kT = Nv * phi0**(1.0/3.0) + chi * phi0 * phi0
& + (1.0 - Nv) * phi0 + LOG(1.0 - phi0)
delta_mu_kT = TEMP
U(1) = Nv/2.0 * (phi0**(1.0/3.0) * (AJ**(2.0/3.0) * BI1 - 3.0)
& -2.0 * phi0 * LOG(AJ)) + (AJ - phi0) * LOG(1.0 - phi0/AJ)
& - (1.0 - phi0) * LOG(1.0 - phi0)
& + chi * phi0 * phi0 * (1.0 - 1.0/AJ) - mu0_kT * (AJ - 1.0)
& - delta_mu_kT * (AJ - phi0)
U(2) = 0
UI1(1) = Nv/2.0 * (phi0*AJ*AJ)**(1.0/3.0)
UI1(2) = 0
UI1(3) = Nv/3.0 * (phi0/AJ)**(1.0/3.0) * BI1
& + (1.0 - Nv) * phi0/AJ + chi * phi0/AJ * phi0/AJ
& - mu0_kT - delta_mu_kT + LOG(1.0 - phi0/AJ)
UI2(1) = 0
UI2(2) = 0
UI2(3) = - Nv/9.0 * (phi0/AJ**4.0)**(1.0/3.0) * BI1
& + Nv * phi0/AJ /AJ - 2.0 * chi * phi0/AJ * phi0/AJ /AJ
& + phi0/AJ * phi0/AJ /(AJ - phi0)
UI2(4) = 0
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UI3(4) = - Nv/9.0 * (phi0/AJ**4.0)**(1.0/3.0)
UI3(5) = 0
UI3(6) = 4.0 * Nv/27.0 * BI1 * (phi0/AJ**7.0)**(1.0/3.0)
& - 2.0 * Nv * phi0 /AJ /AJ /AJ






Closed-form solution for spherically
symmetric deformations













, λ1λ2λ3 = 1 (B.1)
where G is the shear modulus and λi are the principal stretches.
Consider a thick spherical shell with internal and external radii R0 and R1 in
the reference configuration. Denote by r0 and r1the deformed radii in the current
configuration,respectively. In a spherical polar coordinate system – (r, θ, φ), the
principal Cauchy stress σi takes the form





i i = r, θ, φ (B.2)
for the neo-Hookean material Eq. (B.1). Here, p0 is the pressure due to the internal









By use of the compressibility condition, one has
r3 −R3 = r30 − R
3
0, or R =
(





where r30 − R
3
0 appears as an integration constant. Eliminating p0 from Eq. (B.2)
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If r0 = R0, it yields the trivial solution
σr = constant.
In the non-trivial case of void growth, r30 −R
3







in Eq. (B.4) gives






























where t0 ≡ t (r0) = (R0/r)
3 and σr = (t0) is the stress applied on the void surface
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at r = r0. Rewrite the above equation as





















































For the spherical shell under consideration, one can define the initial and current







































If at r = r0 is applied the internal pressure p and at r = r1, the radial stress σ
A
r :
σr (r = r0) = −p, σr (r = r1) = σ
A
r
then we arrive at the formula Eq. (B.9) by setting σr (r1) = σ
A
r and σr (r0) = −p




































It can be seen that the applied traction σAr + p has a closed form expression in
terms of the initial and current porosities f0 and f.
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Appendix C
Void growth ahead of a cracked hy-
drogel specimen
This appendix briefly describes a pure mechanical study on void growth ahead of
a Mode I crack in a hydrogel specimen to gain insights to its macroscopic failure
behavior. Here, the effects of non-symmetric loadings on critical stresses for void
instability are investigated, an important consideration given that complex loading
states exist in many practical situations of hydrogel applications.
The hydrogel is taken to be of Nυ = 0.001, φ0 = 0.1, having initial void volume
fraction f0 = 0.001. No swelling or deswelling takes place and thus the chemical
potential is fixed at µ = µ0. A three–dimensional computational model is adopted
in which a population of discrete spherical voids is introduced ahead of a crack
front. Discrete void models have been employed by many in the study of ductile
fractures in unconstrained [Cheng and Guo, 2007; Tvergaard and Hutchinson, 2002]
and constrained materials [Chew et al., 2007].
In their study on cracks in homogeneous materials, Tvergaard and Hutchin-
son [2002] observed two mechanisms of crack initiation and growth: (i) void by
void growth mechanism and (ii) multiple void interaction–growth mechanism. The
transition between the two mechanisms is governed primarily by the initial void
volume fraction f0. The first mechanism, operative at low levels of f0 (f0 < 10
−3),
involves the interaction of the nearest void with the crack tip, resulting in the void
by void advance of the tip. The second mechanism, operative for high levels of
f0 (f0 > 10
−2), involves the simultaneous interaction and growth of multiple voids
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ahead of the crack tip.
Consider a boundary layer configuration schematized in Fig. C.1. A planar
array of discrete spherical voids is placed ahead of a crack front with periodicity
D ×D in the X1-X3 plane, as illustrated in Fig. C.2.
Fig. C.1 Slice of a cracked body showing periodic distribution of 3D discrete
voids ahead of the crack front.
Fig. C.2 Schematic of planar periodic array of voids ahead of a crack.
By taking advantage of symmetry with respect to the crack plane, only the upper
half of the slice needs to be modelled. Moreover, the deformation in the specimen
thickness direction is assumed to be periodically symmetric with periodicity D.
As such, only one–half of the (periodic) distance in the X3–direction is modelled.
With respect to the slice being displayed, a single row of cubic cells, whose edges
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are subjected to plane strain conditions – displacement component u3 = 0 at planes
X3 = 0 and X3 = −D/2, are modelled. The crack–tip has an initial root radius
r0 = 0.05D, with the distance between the crack tip and nearest void fixed at D.
A total of 23 discrete voids are introduced ahead of the crack. Close–up view of
the example mesh, showing the crack tip and several cubic cells, is provided in Fig.
C.3.
Fig. C.3 Close–up view of initial mesh and discrete voids each of f0 = 10
−2.
A single row of 23 initially spherical voids, with spacing D, is placed ahead of
crack front.
Each unit cell has an initial dimensions of D ×D ×D, and contains a discrete
spherical void of initial radius R0. As described in Section 5.2, the initial void
volume fraction is given as f0 = (4/3)piR
3
0/D
3, while the current void volume
fraction in each unit cell is calculated from f = vvoid/vcell where vvoid and vcell are
the current deformed void and cell volumes respectively.
Along the remote circular boundary of the slice (see Fig. C.1) at R = 4000D,
an asymptotic in–plane Mode I displacement field is applied:






(3− 4ν − cos θ) cos
θ
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where R2 = X21 +X
2
2 and θ =tan
−1(X2/X1) for points on the remote boundary, E
and ν are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio respectively. The Mode I stress
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(a) J/(NkTD) = 0.1
(b) J/(NkTD) = 0.5
(c) J/(NkTD) = 1.0
(d) J/(NkTD) = 2.0
Fig. C.4 Void growth at several levels of applied loads J/(NkTD). Crack
front is located on the left edge of each plot.
Fig. C.4 depicts the evolution of void shapes with load. Observe the blunting of
the crack front as load increases. Multiple void growths can be seen at each stage
of loading, with the voids taking on prolate shapes. The prolate voids eventually
localize to a ‘‘needle–like’’ shape under increased loads, as seen from Fig. 12d. The
prolate void shapes observed are in contrast to oblate void shapes seen in metallic
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[Tvergaard and Hutchinson, 2002] and certain polymeric materials [Chew et al.,
2007].
Fig. C.5 Distribution of mean stress σm/NkT ahead of a crack under several
levels of applied load, J/(NkTD). Nυ = 10−3, φ0 = 0.1, f0 = 10
−3. X1/D
denotes position of void ahead of crack front.
Fig. C.5 displays the distribution of mean stress σm/NkT ahead of the crack
front corresponding to applied loads in Fig. C.4. X1/D denotes position of void
ahead of crack front. Multiple void growth occurs across the layer. While the
mean stress increases with load, there is no obvious softening behavior observed.
The near–tip mean stress behaves much like the classical K–field. The numerical
results suggest the failure mechanism in the hydrogel is that analogous to tearing
[Chiche et al., 2005], involving large scale deformation of the material and multiple
void growth.
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